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The inaugural EDHEC-Princeton Institutional 
Money Management Conference was held 
on 27 April 2012, at the Princeton Club in 

New York. In the face of a number of key changes 
of paradigms that are currently affecting the invest-
ment industry, this one-day conference was intended 
to provide a selected number of invited investment 
professionals with the latest academic insights related 
to new frontiers in institutional money management. 
The format of the conference was designed to facili-
tate the exchanges of views between academics and 
practitioners; it involved presentations by members of 
the faculty of Princeton University and EDHEC-Risk 
Institute, followed by a discussion with the audience.

In the present supplement, we feature three 
articles drawn from the research that was presented 
at this conference. The first article, ‘A generalised 
approach to portfolio optimisation: improving perfor-
mance by constraining portfolio norms’, contributes 
to the literature on optimal portfolio construction in 
the presence of estimation error. More specifically, 
it provides a general framework for determining 
portfolios with superior out-of-sample performance in 
the presence of estimation error.

The second contribution, ‘Advantages of long-short 
commodity funds for long-term investors’, discusses 
advantages of long-short commodity funds as mean-
ingful diversifiers within a portfolio of traditional 
assets. The research finds that the managed futures 
category of hedge funds performed particularly well 
during the 2008–09 crash periods.

The third piece, ‘Portfolio allocation decisions in 
the presence of regimes in asset returns’, provides 
evidence that the pervasive presence of regimes in 
financial returns series has important implications for 
portfolio allocation decisions, both in the short run 
and in the long run. An important result is that the 
share invested in equities does not always increase 
with the investment horizon, contrary to what is usu-
ally assumed in life-cycle funds.

This supplement also features the results of several 
recent research projects at EDHEC-Risk Institute. 
The benefits of volatility derivatives in equity port-
folio management are detailed in an article drawn 
from research supported by Eurex. This research 
shows that an allocation to volatility derivatives can 
allow an investor to generate equity portfolios that 
have attractive downside risk properties.

We also report the results of a call for practition-
ers’ reactions to the application of asset-liability 
management in sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), which 
is the subject of a research chair at EDHEC-Risk 
Institute supported by Deutsche Bank. Reactions 
show that most practitioners find that applying 
an ALM framework to SWFs allows for a better 
understanding of optimal investment policy and risk 
management practices.

We then look at the reactions of corporate finance 
departments and institutional investors to research 

that was carried out as part of the Rothschild & Cie 
research chair on the case for inflation-linked corpo-
rate bonds: issuers’ and investors’ perspectives. There 
was substantial agreement from professionals that 
issuing inflation-linked bonds substantially increases 
firm value through a better hedging of inflation risk 
exposure within the firm’s revenues, which in turn 
decreases the probability of bankruptcy, one of the 
major conclusions of EDHEC-Risk’s research.

In ‘European regulation of the commodity deriva-
tives markets – be wary of placebos’, we defend the 
efficiency of modern commodity futures markets and 
take issue with a Finance Watch paper from earlier 
this year entitled ‘Investing not betting: making 
financial markets serve society’. Our recommendation 
is that the European Union should study market prac-
tices globally and adopt what is demonstrably best 
practice rather than invent new untested regulations.

In separate articles, we report the results of our 
recent European and North American index surveys. 
Compared to European investors, North American 

investors are more concerned about the buy-and-hold 
property of an index rather than transparency, liquidity 
and objectivity. In addition, more North American inves-
tors are satisfied with current equity indices, and they 
use more sub-segment indices than European investors 
do. Finally, we find that North American investors use 
volatility indices for hedging purposes while European 
investors use them for diversification.

The article entitled ‘How to assess hedge fund 
performance in a robust manner’ is drawn from the 
Newedge research chair on advanced modelling for 
alternative investments. The research involves a new 
approach to evaluating the performance of hedge 
funds through a non-linear risk adjustment of returns. 
This methodology is applied to various hedge fund 
indices as well as to individual hedge funds, consid-
ering a set of risk factors including equities, bonds, 
credit, currencies and commodities.

Finally, in ‘Risk managed investing in non-cap-
weighted equity indices’, we discuss issues surround-
ing the relative risk of alternative weighting schemes 
and potential ways to address them by applying basic 
risk management principles (diversification and 
hedging) to design portfolios of alternative weighted 
strategies. The conclusion of this research is that 
investors who try to outperform their cap-weighted 
peer group may be well advised to consider diversify-
ing model risk and hedging relative risk compared to 
cap-weighted indices.

We wish you an enjoyable read of the supplement 
and thank our friends at IPE for their continuing 
support. Our mutual aim with this supplement is to 
provide academic insights that will genuinely contrib-
ute to improving institutional investment practices. 

Noël Amenc, Professor of Finance, EDHEC Business 
School, and Director, EDHEC-Risk Institute
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constrained portfolio. These portfolios are quite 
popular — see the articles in The Economist 
(Buttonwood [2007]) and The New York Times 
(Hershey Jr [2007]) that describe ‘130–30’ port-
folios where investors are long 130% and short 
30% of their wealth.

Three, we give a Bayesian interpretation for 
the norm-constrained portfolios and also for 
the portfolios proposed by Jagannathan and Ma 
(2003) and Ledoit and Wolf (2003, 2004) that 
is in terms of a certain prior belief on port-
folio weights rather than on moments of asset 
returns.

Four, our approach to minimum-variance 
portfolio selection is related also to a number 
of approaches proposed in the statistics and 
chemometrics literature to reduce estimation 
error in regression analysis. It is known in the 
literature that optimal portfolio weights in an 
unconstrained mean- or minimum-variance 
problem can be thought of as coefficients of an 
OLS regression (see, for example, Britten-Jones 
[1999]). It then follows that, in general, con-
strained weights are the outcome of similarly 
specified restricted regressions. In particular, 
constraining the 1-norm of the portfolio vector 
to be less than a certain threshold is analogous 
to the statistical technique for regression 
analysis known as ‘least absolute shrinkage and 
selection operator’ (LASSO – Tibshirani [1996]); 
constraining the 2-norm of the portfolio vector 
to be less than a certain threshold corresponds 
to the statistical technique known as ‘ridge 
regression’ (Hoerl and Kennard [1970]); and the 
‘partial minimum-variance portfolio’ corre-
sponds to the technique developed in chemo-
metrics known as ‘partial least squares’ (Wold 
[1975]; Frank and Friedman [1993]). These 
regression techniques and the distribution 
theory associated with them have been used 
extensively in the statistics literature.

Five, the generalised framework allows one 
to calibrate the model using historical data 
in order to improve its out-of-sample perfor-
mance. We compare empirically the out-of-
sample performance of the norm-constrained 
portfolios to 10 strategies in the literature for 
five different datasets. In terms of out-of-sam-
ple variance, the norm-constrained portfolios 
often have a lower variance than the shortsale-
constrained minimum-variance portfolio 
studied in Jagannathan and Ma (2003), the 
1/N portfolio evaluated in DeMiguel, Garlappi, 
and Uppal (2007) and also other strategies pro-
posed in the literature, including factor port-
folios and the parametric portfolios in Brandt, 
Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2005); however, the 
variance of the norm-constrained portfolios is 
similar to that of the portfolios in Ledoit and 
Wolf (2003, 2004). In terms of out-of-sample 
Sharpe ratio, the portfolios we propose attain a 
Sharpe ratio that is higher than the shortsale-
constrained minimum-variance portfolio, the 
1/N portfolio, and the portfolios in Ledoit and 
Wolf (2003, 2004), although the higher Sharpe 
ratio is accompanied by higher turnover. 
Finally, the Sharpe ratio and turnover of the 

Markowitz (1952) showed that an inves-
tor who cares only about the mean 
and variance of static portfolio returns 

should hold a portfolio on the efficient frontier. 
To implement these portfolios in practice, one 
needs to estimate the means and covariances of 
asset returns. Traditionally, the sample means 
and covariances have been used for this pur-
pose. But due to estimation error, the portfolios 
that rely on the sample estimates typically 
perform poorly out of sample (see, for example, 
Michaud [1989] and Litterman [2003]). In this 
paper, we provide a general framework for 
determining portfolios with superior out-of-
sample performance in the presence of estima-
tion error. This general framework relies on 
solving the traditional minimum-variance prob-
lem (based on the sample covariance matrix) 
but subject to the additional constraint that the 
norm of the portfolio-weight vector be smaller 
than a given threshold, where the 1-norm of 
the portfolios weights is the sum of the absolute 
portfolio weights, and the 2-norm is the sum of 
the squares of the portfolio weights.

It is well known that it is more difficult 
to estimate means than covariances of asset 
returns (see Merton [1980]), and also that 
errors in estimates of means have a larger 
impact on portfolio weights than errors in 
estimates of covariances. For this reason, recent 
academic research has focused on minimum-
variance portfolios, which rely solely on 
estimates of covariances and thus are less vul-
nerable to estimation error than mean-variance 
portfolios. Indeed, extensive empirical evidence 
shows that the minimum-variance portfolio 
usually performs better out of sample than any 
other mean-variance portfolio—even when using 
a performance measure that depends on both 
the portfolio mean and variance. For example, 
Jagannathan and Ma (2003, 1652–3) report:

The estimation error in the sample mean is so 
large nothing much is lost in ignoring the mean 
altogether when no further information about the 
population mean is available. For example, the 
global minimum variance portfolio has as large 
an out-of-sample Sharpe ratio as other efficient 
portfolios when past historical average returns 
are used as proxies for expected returns. In view 
of this we focus our attention on global minimum 
variance portfolios in this study.

A generalised approach to portfolio 
optimisation: improving performance 
by constraining portfolio norms1 
Raman Uppal, Professor of Finance, EDHEC Business School; 
Victor DeMiguel, Professor of Management and Operations, 
London Business School; Lorenzo Garlappi, Associate Professor 
of Finance, Sander School of Business at the University of British 
Columbia; Francisco J. Nogales, Associate Professor, Department 
of Statistics, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

Just like Jagannathan and Ma (2003), we 
too focus on minimum-variance portfolios, 
even though the general framework we develop 
applies also to mean-variance portfolios. But 
even the performance of the minimum-variance 
portfolio depends crucially on the quality of 
the estimated covariances, and although the 
estimation error associated with the sample 
covariances is smaller than that for sample 
mean returns, it can still be substantial. Follow-
ing Brandt (1999) and Britten-Jones (1999), we 
treat the weights rather than the moments of 
asset returns as the objects of interest to be esti-
mated. So, rather than shrinking the moments 
of asset returns, we introduce the constraint 
that the norm of the portfolio-weight vector be 
smaller than a given threshold.

Our paper contributes to the literature 
on optimal portfolio construction in the 
presence of estimation error in several 

ways. One, we show that our framework nests 
as special cases the shrinkage approaches of 
Jagannathan and Ma (2003) and Ledoit and 
Wolf (2003, 2004). In particular, we prove that 
if one solves the minimum-variance problem 
subject to the constraint that the sum of the 
absolute values of the weights (1-norm) be 
smaller than or equal to 1, then one retrieves 
the shortsale-constrained minimum-variance 
portfolio considered by Jagannathan and Ma 
(2003). If one constrains the sum of the squares 
of the portfolio weights (2-norm) to be smaller 
than a given threshold, then one recovers the 
class of portfolios considered by Ledoit and 
Wolf (2004). Similarly, imposing a particular 
quadratic constraint allows one to recover the 
portfolios in Ledoit and Wolf (2003). Finally, 
constraining the squared 2-norm of the 
portfolio-weight vector to be smaller than or 
equal to 1/N gives the 1/N portfolio studied in 
DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2007).

Two, we use this unifying framework to 
develop new portfolio strategies. For exam-
ple, we show how the shortsale-constrained 
portfolio considered in Jagannathan and Ma 
(2003) can be generalised. In particular, we 
show that by imposing the constraint that the 
1-norm of the portfolio-weight vector be smaller 
than a threshold that is strictly larger than 1, 
one obtains a new class of shrinkage portfolios 
that limit the total amount of shortselling in 
the portfolio, rather than limiting the shorting 
of each asset, as in the traditional shortsale-1 This paper is published in Management Science (2009), 55.5, 798–812.
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Professor John M. Mulvey, Department of Operations Research and Financial Engineering, 
Bendheim Center for Finance, Princeton University
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•

proposed portfolios is similar to that of Brandt, 
Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2005), but without 
relying on firm-specific characteristics.
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Advantages of long-short commodity 
funds for long-term investors

Commodity investments have gained 
considerable interest over the past 
decade. For traditionally diversified 

investors, an allocation to a fund that invests 
exclusively in commodity markets offers not 
only a hedge against inflation, but also effective 
diversification because of its low correlation 
with traditional asset classes. Over the long run, 
commodity investment funds show equity-like 
returns, but are accompanied by lower volatility 
and shortfall risk.

Fundamental flaws in traditional portfolio 
models became apparent during the severe 
2008–09 crash period. Among other issues, 
many investors had assumed correlations in 
return among asset categories would approxi-
mate historical values. Under this assumption, 
the investor would be adequately and safely 
diversified to ‘protect’ capital. Unfortunately, 
most asset categories suffered together and 
even sophisticated investors, such as university 
endowment funds, lost substantial value.

Absolute performance hedge funds failed to 
protect investor capital. In figure 1, we see that 
the correlation matrix among hedge fund cat-
egories became almost completely covered with 
ones. Of particular note: 1) most hedge fund 
categories lost money during this period; and 2) 
the precipitous drop of 51.4% in the Goldman 
Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI) over the speci-
fied year, which includes a maximum 75%+ 

1. Correlations among major hedge fund categories, February 2008–February 2009
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2. Time series of GSCI and FTSE 500 indices

3. Time series of GSCI spot index and investible ‘tracking’ fund  (GSG)
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“Owning raw materials can be profitable
during turbulent periods caused by 
political factors. Further, it’s likely that
equities will drop very quickly when a 
political crisis erupts. The 1973 
oil embargo, for example, precipitated a
substantial increase in energy prices, 
accompanied by higher inflation”

drawdown value. Two categories – dedicated 
short bias and managed futures – stand out with 
very low correlation to the FTSE 500. 

Sources of alpha in commodity 
markets
The commodity segment of the managed futures 
domain can provide exceptional diversification 
from equities and fixed income. Commodity 
futures markets, such as the Dojima rice futures 
market, which began in 1710 in Osaka, Japan, 
are among the oldest exchanges in the world. In 
recent years, investors have turned to owning 
commodities and other real assets to protect 
themselves against long-term risks. 

As the world population approaches 7bn, 
the demand for basic commodities bumps 
against supply constraints for land, energy 
and agricultural products, possibly resulting in 
pricing disruptions. Even safe drinking water is 
becoming a scarce commodity in many parts of 
the world.  

A related risk is inflation. Many countries 
are experiencing extraordinarily low nominal 
interest rates and massive deficit spending 
plans in order to overcome the fallout from the 
2008–09 crash. The current level of negative 
real interest rates in a number of countries will 
likely contribute to future inflation.  

Political risks, such as disruptions caused by 
oil embargos, wars and terrorist attacks, present 
another concern. Owning raw materials can be 
profitable during turbulent periods caused by 
political factors. Further, it’s likely that equities 
will drop very quickly when a political crisis 
erupts. The 1973 oil embargo, for example, pre-
cipitated a substantial increase in energy prices, 
accompanied by higher inflation. 

Last, there is a small, but still significant, risk 
due to weather and catastrophic shocks such as 
crop freezes, hurricanes and tsunamis. Many 
commodity prices spike when these events 
occur. 

Studies have shown the presence of trends 
and regime changes in commodity prices: Erb 
and Harvey (2006), Miffre et al (2007) and 
Shen et al (2007). These patterns are due to 
the diffusion of information, inventory condi-
tions, weather and political risks (Chan et al 
[1996] and George and Hwang [2004]). Since 
most commodities are employed for consump-
tion – either final or intermediate – consumers 
and producers render hedging decisions on an 
ongoing basis as a function of their core busi-
nesses. The basis for many commodity-trading 
strategies is sustained price swings – either 
positive or negative. 

A second source of alpha relates to the shape 
of the futures curve. In most commodities, the 
price of a futures contract is not determined by 
arbitrage equations. Rather, supply and demand 
considerations are paramount. Thus, for exam-
ple, backwardation occurs when inventories are 
low and short-term spikes in demand are pre-
sent. Tactics based on the shape of the futures 
curve can lead to positive performance (Gorton 
et al [2008] and Brennan et al [1997]).  

There is controversy as to whether alpha 
is present in commodity strategies. Bhardwaj 
et al (2008) indicates that commodity hedge 
funds rarely earn much more than the risk 
free rate. This study was completed before the 
2008 crash, however, wherein managed futures 
funds outperformed other categories by a wide 
margin.  

A relative-value commodity 
approach
Passive indexing strategies have become well 
established over the past 30 years. These 
strategies are designed to match a well-

defined market segment with a low cost (and 
possibly tax efficient) approach to investing. 
Passive indexing strategies can be pertinent 
for large institutional investors, due to their 
low cost and fees as well as transparency and 
scalability. 

Figure 2 shows the wealth path for the FTSE 
500 alongside a popular commodity index – the 

Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI). The 
latter is an index of long-only investments in 
the most actively traded commodities and is a 
benchmark for institutional investors.    

The general price patterns of the GSCI 
and FTSE 500 are roughly similar. The GSCI 
outperformed the FTSE 500 and related equity 
indices over the entire 1999–2011 period in 
terms of returns, with associated higher volatil-
ity and drawdown values especially during the 
crash period 2008–09.

Figure 3 shows that the investible version of 

Source: Bloomberg

the GSCI (symbol GSG) achieved much lower 
performance. Underperformance is largely due 
to the presence of contango; commodities in 
contango produce lower returns than a spot 
index since the index is long-only.  

To address the drawdown of long-only 
strategies, we propose a relative-value commod-
ity index via four sub-tactics: long and short 
momentum, and long and short futures curve.  
Each tactic is based on a relative ranking of 
the commodities under study. Briefly, the four 
tactics capture alpha embedded in commodity 
markets, while carefully balancing the long and 
short positions in the portfolio, in order to mini-
mise drawdowns and produce positive returns 
with excellent diversification characteristics (as 
compared with traditional assets). Commodity 
futures can be designed as an overlay strategy, 
providing additive performance to standard 
assets.  

Figure 4 depicts the performance of our 
long- and short-momentum tactics. The relative 
long-momentum tactic outperforms the relative 
short-momentum over most of the entire span.  
However, during crash periods – 2001–02 and 
2008–09 the short-momentum tactic outper-
formed its long-only counterpart. The two 
tactics combine 50/50 to provide a more stable 
return pattern.  

A similar characteristic occurs with the long 
and short futures curve tactics. Here, the long- 
futures tactic has the better long-term return 
as compared with the short-futures tactic, but 
does suffer from sharp drawdowns. Again, the 
combined long-short tactic has superior return/
risk characteristics.  
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4. Momentum tactics (long and short) and market-neutral combination, 1999–2011

5. Combining  long and short momentum and futures curve tactics: relative value 
versus market neutral, 1999–2011 
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Results are from back-test experiments. Investors should be aware of limitations based solely on back-test 
performance

Figure 5 depicts the performance of our 
long-short relative value commodity strategy, 
along with market neutral version over the 
period 1999–2011. The relative value approach 
applies regimes for determining the tilting of 
long and short positions (Mulvey et al [2011]).  

Conclusions
This paper discusses advantages of long-short 
commodity funds as meaningful diversifiers 
within a portfolio of traditional assets. The 
managed futures category of hedge funds 
performed particularly well during the 2008–09 
crash periods. We’ve seen similar results in 
previous crash periods, including the Asian cur-
rency crisis of 1997–98, and the Russian debt 
debacle and LTCM in 1998–99. 

Positive performance during crashes can be 
attributed to: 1) the ready ability to go long or 
short; 2) deep liquidity allowing for dynamic 
asset allocation; and 3) opportunity to take 
advantage of volatility via rebalancing gains and 
regime changes. Each element provides a small 
advantage. When combined, a portfolio of com-
modity tactics can substantially improve overall 
investment performance, especially when 
traditional assets are doing poorly. 

The advantages of long-short commodity 
funds are described with attention to short posi-
tions during sharp downturns. We are currently 
working with FTSE to develop a dynamic index 
based on these principles (Mulvey [2012]).   
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Financial markets tend to change behaviour 
in an abrupt way, and the new behaviour 
may be temporary or often lasts for 

several periods. The recent financial crisis pro-
vides a clear illustration of such behaviour. The 
means, volatilities and correlations of equity 
returns changed radically at the beginning of the 
crisis and persisted for several periods. Other 
financial assets such as fixed-income securities, 
currencies and commodities also exhibit similar 
movements.

Regime-switching models are well suited 
to capturing this behaviour. In these statisti-
cal models, the characteristics of time series 
may vary through time, with regimes of more 
or less persistence. (A seminal contribution 
on these models is by Hamilton [1989]. Garcia 
and Perron [1996] provide an application to 
the real interest rate in the United States over 
the 1961–86 period.) Although regimes are 
identified through a statistical filtering proce-
dure, they can often be interpreted in terms of 
economic cycles, changes in monetary policy, 
regulatory changes or other important economic 
events such as financial crises. (A recent paper 
by Ang and Timmermann [2011] surveys the 
applications of Markov switching models in 
financial markets.)

Another appealing feature of these regime-
switching models is their ability to capture 
stylised facts common to many financial returns 
time series. There is ample evidence that risk 
premia, variances and correlations of financial 
asset return are time-varying. For equity premia, 
both the risk measure such as beta and the 
price of risk have been shown to vary. One of 
the most prominent and resilient stylised facts 
about financial returns is conditional hetero-
scedasticity – that is, the alternation of periods 
of high and low volatility. Conditional correla-
tions across assets are also time-varying. The 
correlation between stocks and bonds is usually 
positive but is negative at times. In international 
stock markets, researchers have put forward 
that correlation is much higher in bear markets 
than in normal times (see Longin and Solnik 
[2001]). Such conditional behaviour translates 
into unconditional distributions of asset returns 
that are skewed and fat-tailed. Figure 1 illustrates 
how the mixture of two normal distributions 
results in a distribution that exhibits asymmetry 
(with a skewness coefficient of 1.70) and fat tails 
(with a kurtosis coefficient of 4.6). Therefore 
mixing a bull and calm regime with a bear and 
volatile regime (both well characterised by 
normal distributions) produces a non-normal 
distribution with asymmetry and fat tails.

To illustrate how regime-switching is 
estimated with financial data, we present a two-
regime model of the cross-sectional variance of 
returns, following Garcia, Mantilla-Garcia and 
Martellini (2011). We also define and report 
informative statistical measures associated with 
these models.

Quantitative portfolio management has long 
ignored the impact of such regime changes in 
financial returns series. Few academic studies 

have explored the gains that could result from 
active portfolio management based on the exist-
ence of regimes. Ang and Bekaert (2002) evaluate 
the gains of international diversification in the 
presence of regimes. They consider an optimal 
portfolio allocation between equity indices of 
the US, UK and Germany. Guidolin and Tim-
mermann (2008) also consider an international 
portfolio allocation with several equity indices 
(US, Japan, Pacific region ex-Japan, UK and 
Europe) and US Treasury bills. Guidolin and 
Timmermann (2007) analyse portfolio decisions 
in a classical allocation problem between stocks, 

bonds and cash in the presence of regimes. Yet, 
economic intuition suggests that the optimal 
allocation in a high volatility regime should not 
be the same as in a normal volatility period. Simi-
larly, in a portfolio choice between stocks and 
bonds, it is likely that in a very bearish market, 
investors would like to fly to safety in bonds.

We analyse portfolio allocation decisions 
between US stocks, bonds and Treasury bills 
in a four-regime model over a long period 
(1962–2011) where the means, variances and 
correlations between these assets have changed 
considerably. Below we discuss a simple two-
regime volatility regime, present the results 
of the estimation of a four-regime model for 
stocks, bonds and Treasury bills in the US, and 
report the corresponding short- and long-term 
optimal allocations. 

A simple two-regime volatility 
model
We will introduce Markov-switching models 
with a simple two-regime volatility model. We 
will measure volatility by the cross-sectional 
variance of stock returns. This measure is 
strongly correlated with an option-implied 
measure such as the VIX. For our purpose it is a 
simple and model-free measure, applicable at all 
frequencies. This measure is time-varying, with 
abrupt changes at times. Figure 2 illustrates the 
capitalisation-weighted cross-sectional variance 
of returns CSVt

CW, defined as follows:

 (1)

where  

 
represents the share of the total stock market 
capitalisation associated with security i and 
rt

CW is the return of the value-weighted market 
portfolio built up from CRSP securities.

Portfolio allocation decisions in the 
presence of regimes in asset returns

1. Mixture of normal distributions
 

2. Capitalisation-weighted cross-sectional variance
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The blue line is the probability distribution function of a nor-
mal of mean 1 and standard deviation 1. The green line is the 
probability distribution function of a normal of mean –2 and 
standard deviation 2. The red line is the probability distribu-
tion function resulting from mixing these two distributions 
with probabilities 0.8 and 0.2 respectively.
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4. Parameters of the four-regime stock and bond model
Panel A: single-state model  Large caps Small caps Long-term bonds
Mean returns  0.89% 1.14% 0.53%
Volatilities/correlations Large caps  0.0420
 Small caps 0.7431 0.0605
 Long-term bonds 0.1136 –0.0030 0.0214

Panel B: four-state model  Large caps Small caps Long-term bonds
Mean returns Regime 1 (bear) –2.38% –3.25% 0.59%
 Regime 2 (slow growth) 1.14% 0.86% 0.38%
 Regime 3 (bull) 1.40% 2.49% 0.25%
 Regime 4 (recovery) 3.91% 6.42% 1.09%
Volatilities/correlations Regime 1 (bear)
 Large caps  0.0516
 Small caps 0.8302 0.0801
 Long-term bonds –0.0267 0.0061 0.0255
 Regime 2 (slow growth)
 Large caps  0.0295
 Small caps 0.7146 0.0366
 Long-term bonds 0.0813 –0.0447 0.0174
 Regime 3 (bull)
 Large caps  0.0320
 Small caps 0.7370 0.0424
 Long-term bonds 0.3559 0.0875 0.0052
 Regime 4 (recovery)
 Large caps  0.0373
 Small caps 0.1192 0.0516
 Long-term bonds 0.3303 –0.1274 0.0305
Transition probabilities Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime 3 Regime 4
Regime 1 (bear) 66.11% 6.15% 4.74% 22.06%
Regime 2 (slow growth) 0.001% 93.85% 6.26% 14.19%
Regime 3 (bull) 0.71% 0.00% 88.78% 7.13%
Regime 4 (recovery) 33.17% 0.00% 0.22% 56.61%

This table contains the estimated parameters of the one-regime model and the four- regime switching model in equation (2) for large stocks, 
small stocks and long-term bonds. Estimation covers the period from January 1962 to December 2011.

3. Parameters of the two-regime volatility 
models
 
Monthly series CSVEW CSVCW

m1 0.401 0.107
m2 0.299 0.065
s1 0.067 0.029
s2 0.010 0.004
f 0.980 0.839
p 0.839 0.857
q 0.963 0.980

This table contains the estimated parameters of the regime-
switching model in equation (2) for the cross-sectional variance 
of returns estimated monthly. mi  is the average level of the vari-
able in regime i, while si is its standard deviation in regime i, f 
is the autocorrelation coefficient, p and q are the probabilities 
of staying in regimes 1 and 2 respectively. The estimation covers 
the period from January 1964 to December 2006.

We see that the level of volatility is time-
varying as well as the volatility of volatility. 
Suppose we assume the existence of two 
regimes in the level and volatility of volatility. 
In regime 1, we will have a high level and a high 
volatility, while in regime 2, we will observe a 
low level and a low volatility. The model will be 
as follows:

 (2)

where xt represents the time series of the 
cross-sectional variance. A statistical model 
assigns to each point in the sample a probabil-
ity of belonging to regime 1 or regime 2. This 
probability depends on the observed volatility 
and on the transition process from one state 
to the other. At each date, we suppose that 
there is a constant probability to stay in the 
current regime, different for each regime. The 
parameters to be estimated (using a maximum 
likelihood approach as in Hamilton [1989]) 
are the level m1 and volatility s1 of volatility in 
regime 1, the level m2 and volatility s2 of vola-
tility in regime 2, the autorrelation parameter 
f, and finally the probability p of staying in 
regime 1 and the probability q of staying in 
regime 2.

Estimated values for the parameters over 
the period 1964–2006 are reported in figure 3. 
We report parameters for two measures of the 
cross-sectional variance, CSVt

CW, as described in 
equation (1), and CSVt

EW, the equally-weighted 
measures obtained in equation (1) by giving 
each security the same weight.

Means in regime 1 are somewhat higher than 
in regime 2, but regime 1 volatilities are seven 
times greater than regime 2 volatilities. Means 
and volatilities are also higher for the equally-
weighted measure CSVt

EW since small firms 
receive more weight than in the capitalisation-
based measure. The low regime is the most 
prevalent with an unconditional probability, as 
measured by p2 = (1 – p)/(2 – p – q), of 87.7% 
for CSVt

CW and 81.1 % for CSVt
EW. We can also 

measure the average duration in months of stay-
ing in a regime once it is reached. It is measured 
by 1/(1 – q) for regime 2, that is 50 months for 
CSVt

CW and 27 months for CSVt
EW. For regime 

1, the corresponding durations are respectively 
seven and six months.

Based on these estimated parameters, one 
can compute so-called filtered probabilities, 
which measure the likelihood of the regime for 
any observation given the information accumu-
lated up to that point in time. For the two-
regime volatility model, the peaks in the filtered 
probabilities associated with the high-variance 
regime correspond to economic recession 
periods. Therefore, one can conclude that the 
dispersion of returns is contracyclical, since it 
increases when output falls.

Optimal portfolio in the presence 
of regimes
Several papers have considered this problem 
in an international context. Indeed, since 
correlations between stock markets increase in 
bear markets, one may wonder about the real 
benefits of international diversification. Das 
and Uppal (2004) consider a portfolio prob-
lem when perfectly correlated jumps occur in 
several markets and conclude that diversifica-
tion benefits persist except for highly leveraged 
investors. Jumps in returns are transitory 
while variance regimes are persistent as we just 
saw in the previous section. Ang and Bekaert 
(2002, 2004) and Guidolin and Timmermann 
(2008) also consider international portfolio 
allocation decisions. They conclude that the 
cost of ignoring regimes may be high when 

returns are predictable, especially by the inter-
est rate. In what follows, we consider a classical 
portfolio allocation problem between stocks 
and bonds in a domestic setting in the presence 
of regimes.

A four-regime model for stocks and bonds
We follow Guidolin and Timmermann (2007) 
and assume a regime-switching model for the 
asset returns. The model is given by:

 rt = mr,st
 + er,t (3)

with rt = (r1t ,r2t ,...,rnt )ˇ, a vector of returns on 
n assets in excess of the one-month Treasury 
bill rate, and er,t • IN(0,Wst

). In this model, 
means, variances and correlations between 
asset class returns change with the regime. We 
estimate this model for large and small stocks 
and 10-year government bonds over the period 

from January 1964 to December 2011. We find 
that four regimes provide a good fit to the data. 
Estimated parameters are reported in figure 4. 
Regime 1 is a bear regime, regime 2 a slow-
growth regime, regime 3 a bull regime, while 
regime 4 is labelled a recovery regime.

In the model with one regime, bonds offer 
the best Sharpe ratio (SR), 0.25, followed by 
large stocks and small stocks with a SR of 0.21 
and 0.19 respectively. Correlations between 
the three classes of assets are strongly positive 
(0.74) for large and small stocks as expected, 
slightly positive (0.11) for large stocks and 
bonds, and almost zero for bonds and small 
stocks. The four-regime model makes for 
interesting trade-offs between assets due to the 
variation in these statistics over the regimes. 
For example, the correlation between large 
stocks and bonds varies quite a lot according 
to the regime. It is negative and very close to 
zero in regime 1, slightly positive in regime 2 
(0.08) and positive and sizable (around 0.35) in 
regimes 3 and 4. Also, there is little correlation 
(0.12) between large and small stocks in regime 
4, while it remains substantial (between 0.7 and 
0.8) in all the other regimes. Volatilities also 
change considerably from one regime to the 
other. In regimes 2 and 3, volatilities go down 
for all asset classes. These large variations in 
the estimated parameters will certainly modify 
investors’ behaviour in each regime and impact 
in an important way on portfolio composition. 
Optimal behaviour will also be affected by the 
persistence of each state estimated by  
1/(1 – pii): three months for regime 1, 16 
months for regime 2, nine months for regime 3 
and 2.5 months for regime 4. The overall time 
spent in each regime in the sample is 21.5%, 
50%, 12% and 16.5% respectively. An interesting 
remark about the transitions between regimes is 
the tight connection between the bear and the 
recovery periods. •
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5. Most likely regimes and short-term 
allocations
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6. Shares in the various asset classes as a function of the horizon for known regime
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Optimal portfolio in the four-regime model
To solve the portfolio problem, Guidolin and 
Timmermann (2007) rely on a simulation 
method. Instead we use approximate analyti-
cal formulas to compute the optimal portfolio 
shares (these formulas are derived in Campani, 
Garcia and Lioui [2012] and shown to provide 
reliable approximations). 

We analyse the optimal portfolio allocations 
for both short and long horizons. We consider 
first short-term allocation decisions where 
investors rebalance their portfolio every 12 
months and short selling is not allowed. This is 
shown in figure 5 together with the most likely 
regime at each point in time. It can be seen that 
two typical allocations emerge. Investors either 
maintain positions in small stocks and bonds 
with shares hovering between 60% and 40%, or 
allocate the major part of their portfolio to large 
stocks (around 65%) and split the remaining 
between bonds and cash. The first will occur 
in general in regimes 1 and 3, while the second 
will be associated mainly with regime 2, and to a 
certain extent with regime 4.

In figure 6 we see how the allocation changes 
with the horizon (up to 10 years) for a buy-
and-hold investor without any short-selling 
constraint. In regimes 1 and 3 allocations to 
large stocks are negative and close to zero in the 
short run but increase with the horizon, while 
they are positive and high and decrease with the 
horizon in regime 2 and somewhat in regime 4. 
The large positive allocation and a decreasing 
pattern with the horizon is observed for three 
out of four regimes for the small stocks. Only 
regime 2 shows a reverse pattern. In regime 3, 
T-bills offer a better trade-off than bonds but 
this advantage diminishes with the horizon. 
In the long run, we can see a convergence to 
steady-state allocations whichever state we start 
from. 

Let us try to build an intuition for this 
changing behaviour according to the regime. 
In a bear regime, stocks are less favoured and 
short-term investors allocate a smaller part of 
their portfolio to stocks. On the contrary, in the 
longer run, there is a high probability to switch 
to a better regime and long-term investors 
dedicate a larger part of their portfolio to stocks. 
In a bear regime the share allocated to stocks 
increases with the investor’s horizon. However, 
in more persistent slow-growth or bull regimes, 
short-term investors allocate larger shares of 
their portfolio to stocks. At longer horizons, 
investment opportunities will most probably 
deteriorate, so investors hold fewer stocks. In 
these regimes, the stock holdings decrease as 
the horizon lengthens.

In the last figure we considered that the 
investor knew perfectly the current state. 
Figure 7 measures the implications of uncer-
tainty about the initial regime on the optimal 
allocations across the horizons. Two cases are 
considered. Either the investor assigns equal 
probabilities to the regimes or weighs each 
regime according to its steady-state probability 
reported in the previous section. In the first 
case, it amounts to overweighing the slow-
growth regime and therefore investing more in 
small stocks and bonds, and investing less in 
large stocks and T-bills for shorter horizons. 
With steady-state probabilities, shares are pretty 
flat with the horizon, with a slightly declining 
pattern in the shares allocated to small stocks 
and bonds. Overall, the share allocated to 
stocks is around 68% (23% in large stocks, 45% 
in small stocks), while about 42% are invested 
in long-term bonds with 10% borrowed. This is 
different from the allocations of an investor in 
a one-regime model, since stocks will represent 
only 48%, bonds 40% and T-bills 12%.

• We have seen in figure 6 that for several 
states the share allocated to stocks either large 
or small decreased with the horizon. This 
allocation decision goes contrary to recom-
mended allocations in life-cycle funds, where 
the longer the investment horizon, the larger 
should be the share invested in stocks. However 
this behaviour may change if we consider that 
returns are predictable by variables such as the 
dividend yield or the interest rate as in Guidolin 
and Timmermann (2007). Predictability by 
the dividend yield in an autoregressive linear 
model reduces risk at longer horizons and 
induces an increased demand for stocks, the 
longer the investment horizon. This is due to 
a mean-reverting effect in returns: a negative 
return shock implies a higher dividend yield 
and therefore higher future expected returns. 
With regimes, a negative shock in a good state is 
associated with expected future bad states and 
so the risky asset demand will decrease with the 
investment horizon. We have yet to extend our 
model by introducing predictors and computing 
the optimal allocations but some results emerge 
from Guidolin and Timmermann (2007). When 
regime switching is combined with predict-
ability, the effect of regimes tends to dominate 
at short horizons while the mean reverting 
component in returns tracked by the dividend 
yield dominates at longer horizons and leads to 
an increased demand for stocks.

Conclusion
In this article, we have shown that regime-
switching models are able to characterise well 
the joint distribution of financial asset returns 
and that the presence of regimes to capture the 
distribution of asset returns has important con-
sequences for asset allocation. We have further 
put forward that effects vary according to the 
regime and the investment horizon. Moreover, 
the share invested in stocks may decrease with 
the horizon contrary to a linear model with 
predictability and mean reversion and to what 
is recommended in life-cycle funds. We have yet 
to see the effect of adding predictors of returns 
in the model but we expect that predictability 
in the presence of regimes will changes asset 
allocation, especially at long horizons.

“In a bear regime, stocks are less favoured 
and short-term investors allocate a
smaller part of their portfolio to stocks.
On the contrary, in the longer run, there
is a high probability to switch to a better
regime and long-term investors dedicate
a larger part of their portfolio to stocks. In 
a bear regime the share allocated to stocks 
increases with the investor’s horizon.
However, in more persistent slow-growth
or bull regimes, short-term investors
allocate larger shares to stocks”
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Recent market turbulence, coupled with 
the presence of increasingly strict regu-
latory constraints, has led institutional 

investors (pension funds, insurance companies) 
and asset managers to monitor the volatility 
and downside risk of their equity holdings with 
increased scrutiny. 

One approach towards the design of equity 
portfolios in the presence of tight risk budgets 
involves building equity portfolio benchmarks 
with the lowest possible volatility. Over the 
past few years, this approach has gained 
considerable popularity in the industry, and the 
non-exhaustive list of firms that are currently 
managing global minimum variance (GMV) 
portfolios includes Acadian Asset Manage-
ment, AXA Rosenberg, Invesco, LGT Capital 
Management, MSCI Barra, SEI, Robeco, State 
Street Global Advisors and Unigestion. Cur-
rently, GMV portfolios are largely promoted as 
pragmatically useful benchmarks for investors 
or asset managers wishing to benefit from some 
fraction of the equity risk premium without the 
full associated downside risk.

Whether investing in a GMV portfolio is 
the most efficient and robust route for man-
aging equity volatility remains, however, an 

7. Shares in the various asset classes as a function of the horizon when regime is 
unknown
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open question. From an academic perspective, 
this approach is not consistent with standard 
portfolio theory, which instead suggests first 
identifying the maximum Sharpe ratio (MSR) 
portfolio, as opposed to the GMV portfolio, 
and then mixing that portfolio with cash so as 
to achieve the target volatility consistent with 
investors’ risk appetites and budgets. In other 
words, while the GMV is an efficient portfolio 
in the absence of a risk-free asset, it is no longer 
an efficient portfolio when a risk-free asset is 
introduced.

In recent research supported by Eurex1, we 
analyse a competing approach to the design of 
attractive equity solutions with managed volatil-
ity, based on mixing standard cap-weighted 
equity benchmarks with volatility derivatives. 
Intuitively, one expects that a portfolio strategy 
mixing a well-diversified equity benchmark and 
a suitably designed long exposure to volatility 
through trading in volatility index futures and/
or volatility index options can be engineered 

1 Martellini, L. and R. Guobuzaite (May 2012). The Benefits 
of Volatility Derivatives in Equity Portfolio Management. 
EDHEC-Risk Publication produced with the support of 
Eurex Exchange. 
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so as to provide an access to the equity risk 
premium while allowing for an explicit manage-
ment of the volatility risk budget.

The rapid development of standardised 
products, especially (exchange-traded) volatility 
index futures and (OTC-traded) variance swaps, 
has recently provided investors with straight-
forward access to a wide range of strategies for 
gaining structural exposure to volatility. One 
of main motivations for trading in volatility is 
precisely to diversify equity risk through long 
implied volatility exposure. A number of studies 
– Szado (2009), Daigler and Rossi (2006), Grant 
et al (2007), Dash and Moran (2007), Alexander 
and Korovilas (2011) – suggest that volatility 
and equity returns tend to move in opposite 
directions (ie, they are strongly negatively corre-
lated) which allows for significant diversification 
benefits from adding a long volatility position to 
equity portfolios. 

In addition, the negative correlation between 
an implied volatility and underlying equity 
portfolio is found to be strongest in large 
market downturns. One possible explanation 
for the negative correlation of equity volatility 
to equity market is the ‘leverage effect’ (Black 
[1976]; Christie [1982]; Schwert [1989]): a 
decrease (respectively, an increase) in equity 
prices increases (respectively, decreases) the 
company’s leverage, thereby increasing (respec-
tively, decreasing) the risk to equity holders 
and increasing (respectively, decreasing) equity 
volatility. 

An alternative explanation – French et al 
(1987), Bekaert and Wu (2000), Wu (2001), 
Kim et al (2004) – is the ‘volatility feedback 
effect’: assuming that volatility is incorpo-
rated in stock prices, a positive volatility •
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shock increases the future required return 
on equity and stock prices are expected to fall 
simultaneously. The presence of profound 
economic reasons that explain the inverse 
relationship between equity return and volatil-
ity is a comforting indication of the robustness 
of the diversification benefits to be expected. 
It stands in contrast with the well-known lack 
of robustness of portfolio diversification within 
the equity universe (eg, international diversi-
fication), where diversification is known to fail 
precisely when it is needed the most because 
of the convergence of all correlations to one in 
periods of high market turbulence.

The risk diversification benefits of long 
volatility exposure, however, come at a cost. 
Recent academic research has found that there 
is a positive risk premium over time to being 
short volatility or, conversely, that there is a 
negative risk premium to being long volatility. 
In equilibrium, because of the negative correla-
tion between market index returns and market 
index volatility, buyers of options may be willing 
to pay a premium because a long position in 
volatility helps hedge market-wide risk (Bakshi 
and Kapadia [2003]). In other words, because 
volatility is negatively correlated with the 
returns to equities, investors are willing to pay a 
premium to hold this asset. 

In a recent paper, Carr and Wu (2009) find 
that the negative correlation between stock 
index returns and the return variance generates 
a strongly negative beta, which would explain 
a low or even negative expected return on the 
long volatility exposure. They also find that this 
negative beta only explains a small portion of 
the negative variance risk premiums. Other risk 
factors identified by the recent literature, such 
as size, book-to-market and momentum, are 
also unable to explain the strongly negative vari-
ance risk premiums, and they conclude that the 
majority of the market variance risk premium 
is generated by an independent variance risk 
factor.

The focus of our research is to provide a 
formal analysis of the benefits of volatility 

derivatives in equity portfolio management from 
the perspective of a European investor. Our 
main contribution is to compare the risk/return 
characteristic of equity portfolios combined 
with long volatility exposure to those of a GMV 
equity portfolio – the conventional approach to 
managing equity volatility. An additional contri-
bution of the research is to use European data 
to confirm similar results previously obtained 
with US data.

Our research is in fact the first to provide 
an explicit comparison of managed volatil-
ity strategies based on GMV portfolios and 
managed volatility strategies based on volatility 
derivatives. Our results unambiguously suggest 
that the latter approach is a more efficient way 
to manage equity volatility, especially in market 
downturn periods.

More specifically, our main results can be 
summarised as follows. Using European data, 
we first confirm that the correlation between 
the return on volatility indexes and the return 
on equity indexes is strongly negative, with an 
absolute level of correlation that increases in 
recessions and/or high volatility regimes com-
pared to the unconditional estimates.

We then show that even a relatively modest 
allocation to volatility derivatives, consistent 
with a reasonable level of expected performance, 
can allow an investor to generate equity port-
folios that have more attractive downside risk 
properties compared to GMV portfolios, with a 
substantial reduction in maximum drawdown 
levels. These findings are robust with respect 
to the introduction of trading costs associated 
with rolling over volatility futures contracts, so 
as to generate the target level of long volatility 
exposure. 

We also analyse the benefits of adding 
volatility option positions, and found substantial 
benefits over the sample period, even though the 
sample size is too limited because of data avail-
ability for the results to be fully informative.

The research from which this article was drawn 
was supported by Eurex Exchange. 
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Sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) are long-
term investors with a significant impact on 
international financial markets. According 

to some estimates, SWF assets under manage-
ment are nearing $5trn. Broadly speaking there 
are three kinds of SWFs – natural resources 
funds (eg, Abu Dhabi and Kuwait), foreign 
reserve funds (eg, China and Singapore) and 
pension reserve funds (eg, Australia and New 
Zealand).

In view of the rapid growth of SWFs, it is 
important to study their optimal investment 
policy and risk management practices; this 
was the objective of the research chair set up 
by EDHEC-Risk Institute and Deutsche Bank 
as early as 2009. To date, the research chair 

publications have adapted the asset-liability 
management (ALM) framework applied in the 
pension fund industry to the unique character-
istics of SWFs and explored the management 
of natural resources funds. In a recent research 
report1 we present the results of the research 
chair’s foundation paper – a dynamic ALM 
model developed to guide asset allocation and 
risk management decisions at the SWF level, 

1 Ducoulombier, F., L. Loh and S. Stoyanov. March 2012. 
What Asset-Liability Management Strategy for Sovereign 
Wealth Funds? EDHEC-Risk Publication produced as part 
of the Deutsche Bank research chair on Asset-Liability 
Management Techniques for Sovereign Wealth Fund 
Management.

and describe the results of a call for reaction on 
its theoretical and practical appeal for sovereign 
fund management.

By analysing the optimal investment policy 
of an SWF in a dynamic ALM framework, the 
approach formalises the effect of key inputs on 
the optimal policy, such as the state’s invest-
ment and consumption objectives. The formal 
dynamic asset allocation model developed 
captures the most prominent factors such as 
the stochastic nature of the sovereign fund’s 
endowment process, the stochastic properties 
of the sovereign fund’s expected consumption 
streams and, naturally, the stochastic features of 
the assets held in the portfolio. 

In this context, the publication shows that •
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Reactions to the EDHEC study ‘Optimal design 
of corporate market debt programmes in the 
presence of interest rate and inflation risks’

the optimal asset allocation strategy involves 
three main building blocks: (1) a performance-
seeking portfolio (PSP), (2) an endowment 
hedging portfolio (EHP) and (3) a liability hedg-
ing portfolio (LHP), as well as hedging demands 
for risk factors impacting the stochastic oppor-
tunity set. The allocation between the building 
blocks is dynamic and state-dependent because 
it is a function of the investment horizon and 
the values of key market parameters such as 
volatility and equity risk premium.

The PSP building block has a standard 
structure and is typically invested in asset 
classes offering risk premia to provide the 
highest risk-adjusted returns. With a long-term 
investment horizon, higher margin for error, 
and absence of regulatory constraints, SWFs are 
able to seek higher risk investments compared 
to other public investment funds. Unlike the 
PSP, EHP and LHP building blocks must be 
customised to meet the specific needs of each 
SWF. The EHP needs to be customised to hedge 
the SWF’s endowment streams. The endow-
ment stream of the SWF can be related to the 
world economic growth or commodity price 
fluctuations, depending on the source of fund-
ing for the SWF, which has a huge impact on 
the composition of the EHP. It is important to 
recognise that in some cases the fluctuations in 
the endowment stream cannot be replicated by 
a traded asset which poses additional challenges 
unique to the EHP building block. The LHP 
building block is used to hedge against interest 
rate risk and/or inflation risk and is typically 
invested in bonds or assets which exhibit infla-
tion hedging properties.

Apart from the general structure of the 
optimal investment policy, there is 
another important aspect. Even though 

SWFs are regarded as long-term investors, they 
could face a variety of short-term constraints 
of different types. Examples include a limit on 
the maximum drawdown over a given period 
or minimum performance requirement due to 
peer comparison, loss aversion or sponsor risk. 
As a consequence, SWFs could also benefit from 
implementing a dynamic risk-controlled alloca-
tion strategy designed to meet short-term goals 
and constraints.

Following the publication of its foundation 
paper, EDHEC-Risk Institute issued a call for 
practitioners’ reactions to the application of 
ALM in sovereign wealth funds. Reactions show 
that most practitioners find that applying an 
ALM framework to SWFs allows for a better 
understanding of optimal investment policy and 
risk management practices. However, there is 
concern that the three building blocks suggested 
could be too simple to match the strategic objec-
tives of the SWF.

It is a common misconception that SWFs 
do not have explicit liabilities and, as a result, 
an ALM framework would not be appropriate 
for SWFs’ investment and risk management. 
Respondents to this survey confirm that apply-
ing a dynamic ALM framework offers important 
insights to SWFs’ optimal investment and risk 
management. A brief summary of the results 
follows below.
• 89% of the sovereign investment practitioners 
surveyed think that SWFs are subject to implicit 
short-term constraints;
• 89% of the respondents recognise that they 
have to manage implicit liabilities either fre-
quently or occasionally;
• 92% of the respondents think that implicit 
liabilities should be taken into account;
• 70% of the respondents agree that the ALM 
framework provides SWFs with better under-
standing of optimal investment policy and risk 
management practices;
• 63% agree that there is a need to hedge 
endowment stream risk;
• A majority of the respondents agree that the 
dynamic ALM model proposed by EDHEC-Risk 
Institute is appropriate; and
• A majority of the respondents report a lack of 
dedicated solutions for ALM and risk manage-
ment by SWFs.

While the majority of respondents find the 
fund separation approach appropriate for SWFs, 
some express concerns that using the three 
main building blocks for decision-making would 
oversimplify the investment decisions. However, 
the framework is fully customisable and in real-
ity, the structure of the building blocks, as well 
as the dynamic allocation between them, would 
reflect the objectives and the constraints of each 
particular SWF.

Inflation risk has been a growing concern for 
all investors while, for some, such as pension 
funds which have liabilities directly tied to 

an inflation index, inflation hedging has always 
been of critical importance. The assets used by 
investors to hedge inflation risk typically include 
sovereign inflation-linked bonds, such as US 
Treasury inflation protected securities (TIPS), 
inflation swaps, equities and commodities. Sov-
ereign bonds tied to an inflation index, however, 
have lost some of their appeal to investors. In 
particular, the low returns of these bonds cou-
pled with rising uncertainty of sovereign issuers’ 
creditworthiness have contributed to an envi-
ronment where inflation-linked bonds issued 
by corporations may emerge as an appropriate 
substitute for sovereign inflation-linked bonds.

Many institutional investors, while they often 

The expressed concerns indicate that more 
applied research and education are needed to 
illustrate how the approach can be tailored to 
a particular fund. Another obstacle mentioned 
by some respondents is that ALM is generally 
viewed as a country-level approach while SWFs 
may be managed separately from the rest of the 
state’s asset and liabilities. While the follow-up 
publication to the foundation paper showed how 
to extend the framework to account for the sov-
ereign sponsor’s economic balance sheet in the 
optimal policy, doing so is usually not expected 
of SWF managers. This indicates the need to 
engage multiple stakeholders managing state 
assets and liabilities and for further research 
into solutions tailored to particular models of 
corporate governance. 

In fact, integrated ALM does not require 
giving a single entity control of all assets and 
liabilities. Management of the sovereign assets 
and liabilities can continue along the existing 
administrative lines provided the SWF is given 
information about the state assets and liabilities 
beyond its control and its mandate is updated so 
that these assets and liabilities can be taken into 
account when defining investment policy.

The research from which this article was drawn 
was supported by Deutsche Bank as part of the 
Asset-Liability Techniques for Sovereign Wealth 
Fund Management research chair at EDHEC-
Risk Institute.
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have fixed liabilities, are free to choose in terms 
of defining their asset allocation. Conversely, 
the assets of corporations which issue bonds 
for financing are relatively fixed, while they 
have the opportunity to adjust their liabilities 
through various forms of debt-issuances, includ-
ing inflation-linked bonds which are typically 
tied to an inflation index such as the CPI, and 

floating-rate bonds which are tied to the evolv-
ing level of interest rates. Firms with high corre-
lation between their cash flows and inflation can 
effectively hedge the inflation risk inherent in 
their cash flows by issuing inflation-linked debt. 
For example, it is often argued that firms in the 
utility sector have revenues which increase with 
inflation, thus offering natural compensation 

•
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for an obligation to pay inflation-linked coupons 
on bonds issued. This same type of debt can 
be used by investors to hedge inflation-based 
liabilities. Furthermore, corporate bonds share a 
credit risk component with corporate liabilities 
(particularly pension liabilities), making them 
a more natural liability hedge than sovereign 
bonds (Scherer [2006]). Thus inflation-linked 
corporate bonds potentially provide a means to 
reduce the risk of certain issuers while simulta-
neously reducing the risk of investors.

Despite the fact that levels of correlation of 
corporate cash flows with inflation vary widely 
across companies, corporate debt issuances are 
nearly uniform in their treatment of inflation 
risk – with most of them refraining from issuing 
inflation-linked debt. As a consequence, the 
market for inflation-linked corporate debt is 
not well developed. For the UK, Leaviss (2010) 
estimates the outstanding amount of inflation-
linked corporate debt at $11bn, compared to 
a total market of $342bn for corporate bonds. 
Another illustration of the scarcity of inflation-
linked corporate bonds is that among the 94 
corporate bonds available from the retail bonds 
outlet of the London Stock Exchange, there are 
only two inflation-linked bonds.

The lack of development of the corporate 
inflation-linked debt market in practice has 
a parallel in the academic literature which 
has relatively little to say on how to optimally 
choose – as an issuer – between different types 
of debt (eg, inflation-linked versus nominal 
debt). The academic literature on debt manage-
ment and capital structure has studied the idea 
of an ‘optimal’ capital structure (ie, the decision 
on how to split the firm’s sources of financing 
between equity and debt); however, these mod-
els of optimal capital structure typically assume 
fixed-rate bonds and thus ignore the possible 
choices among different types of debt. In 
particular, such a narrow focus on debt-versus-
equity financing ignores the impact of hedgeable 
risk factors originating from firm assets and how 
they could be mitigated through optimal use of 
different types of debt.

A recent EDHEC-Risk Institute paper titled 
‘Optimal Design of Corporate Market Debt 
Programmes in the Presence of Interest-Rate 
and Inflation Risks’ has examined optimal debt 
structures of corporate issuers that have the 
option to issue different types of debt. Rather 
than focusing solely on the decision to use 
debt-versus-equity for financing, the paper 
studies the optimal choice among different types 
of debt, looking at floating-rate and inflation-
linked bonds in particular. The study considers 
how such elements of the debt structure would 
help to hedge inflation and interest rate risks 
that are present on the asset side. As a premise, 
the paper assumed that the objective pursued 
by optimising debt structure is to maximise firm 
value, as opposed to decreasing the average cost 
of debt servicing or to make it less volatile. A 
prominent finding was that hedging the risk fac-
tors that impact the asset (even partially), led to 
lower variability of cash flows, net of debt costs, 
thus decreasing the chance of default and con-
sequently maximising firm value. Moreover, the 
leverage ratio that is attained with an optimal 
mix of fixed-rate debt, floating-rate and possibly 
inflation-indexed bonds is shown to be higher 
than that attained with nominal bonds only. In 
other words, optimising debt structure enables 
the firm to take on more debt, which shows that 
optimal capital structure depends on the chosen 
debt structure.

The study clearly shows that the correlation 
between asset values and interest rates, and the 
correlation between asset values and inflation, 
will influence the optimal mix of fixed-rate debt, 

floating-rate debt and inflation-linked debt. In 
particular, higher levels of correlation of asset 
value with inflation should incite the issuer to 
offer less fixed-rate debt and more inflation-linked 
debt. Different levels of correlation also produced 
different levels of increases to firm value, with 
higher absolute values of correlation resulting in 
a larger increase, and higher positive correlation 
resulting in the largest increase, as depicted in the 
following table taken from the study.

Proper interpretation of these results 
requires analysing firm risk within the con-
text of firm-wide cash flows and firm-wide 
uncertainty. Traditional debt management 
strategy has established the clear goal of liability 
minimisation. Employing such a narrow focus 
on the cost of debt has led to the standard 
conclusion that variable rate bonds are simply a 
tool to pursue active views on future inflation or 
interest rates. If a firm focuses on liabilities in 
isolation, issuing debt which increases vari-
ability of debt costs is naturally contrary to the 
goal of minimising and stabilising liabilities. The 
overall goal of a corporate issuer, however, is 
to maximise total firm value, while evaluating 
liabilities within its own confined framework 
ignores the impact of factors affecting the entire 
firm. Particularly for firms with revenue highly 
sensitive to interest rates or inflation (eg, as 
depicted in figure 1), evaluating debt with the 
goal of simple cost reduction can have substan-
tial effects on total firm value, as these tractable 
risk factors impact cash flows from assets and 
liabilities. Thus, a clear distinction can be made 
between a pure liability strategy, which segre-
gates liabilities from firm-wide risk factors, and 
one which integrates assets and liabilities into a 

1. The benefits of adopting an optimal debt structure that includes inflation-linked 
bonds across firms with different levels of correlation between firm and inflation risk

Correlation between firm’s and inflation risk  –0.5 0 0.5
Relative increase in firm value from optimising debt structure 15.2% 10.8% 45.4%

2. Adoption of inflation-linked bonds: effects on issuers and investors
 Pure liability (or asset) focus Integrated asset-liability focus 
 Use of fixed-rate debt Use of inflation-linked debt
Issuer l Fixed-rate debt allows for reduced risk from a pure l Reduces risk from an asset-liability management
 debt-management perspective – ie, it minimises  perspective; reduces variability of firm-wide cash flows,
 uncertainty/variability of debt-servicing cost net of debt payments, thus reducing chance of default
  and, as a result, maximising firm value
  l Allows for inflation risk matching of assets and
  liabilities
Investor l If investor’s focus is on nominal return, standard l Perfect inflation hedge; possibility of directly 
 fixed debt has a certain cost (ignoring credit risk) matching liabilities tied to same inflation index 
  l If liabilities are linked to inflation, then inflation- 
  linked corporate bonds are a way to create a safe 
  asset (liability-hedging portfolio) 
  l In particular, corporate bonds may be more  
  reasonable than sovereign bonds when hedging 
  corporate pension fund liabilities (Scherer [2006])

single co-ordinated framework.
Parallel to a corporate issuer’s integrated 

asset-liability management strategy is an inves-
tor’s framework which evaluates asset allocation 
within the context of its liabilities. With regard 
to both issuers and investors, employing a 
strategy constrained strictly to either assets or 
liabilities limits the ability to hedge firm-wide 
risks.

The adoption of inflation-linked bonds as 
either an investment or a form of issued debt 
has distinct effects on investors and issuers, as 
described in figure 2.

The EDHEC-Risk study produces a strong 
theoretical argument that issuance of inflation-
linked bonds could be of mutual benefit to both 
corporations and investors. Current practices, 
however, are in disaccord with this finding, 
with relatively few firms issuing inflation-linked 
bonds. Thus, it was important to isolate the 
perspective of key stakeholders on our conclu-
sions and to identify any practical barriers to the 
development of the corporate bond market.

Our analysis of the professional perspective 
was meant to be comprehensive and precise; 
accordingly, two separate questionnaires were 
issued to corporate finance departments and 
institutional investors, with questions tailored 
to their unique concerns.

Both parties nearly uniformly confirm that 
the topic is timely and relevant. 87% of all 
respondents and 100% of issuers responded 
positively to the first question. Such an over-
whelmingly positive response indicates that 
the topic is not only of theoretical interest, but 
also fills an apparent void of research that is 
applicable in practice.

3. Do you think that the optimal design of corporate market debt programmes in the 
presence of interest rate and inflation risks is a relevant topic for research? 
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•We then questioned respondents with regard 
to our conclusion that the issuance of inflation-
linked bonds may increase risk from a pure 
liability perspective, but decrease risk from an 
integrated asset-liability management perspec-
tive; and whether inflation-linked debt would 
perform as a natural hedge.

Given an identifiable level of correlation 
between a firm’s asset values and inflation, a 
‘riskier’ debt structure (one which increases 
uncertainty of debt payments) may in fact lead 
to a high correlation between a firm’s liabilities 
and its asset values, thus reducing the variabil-
ity of net cash flows and, as a result, the prob-
ability of default. These questions, therefore, 
prompt a re-examination of the definition of 
risk within the context of debt management and 

they assess recognition of the natural hedging 
ability of inflation-linked debt.

We received very strong responses affirming 
that inflation-linked bonds had risk-decreasing 
attributes in the relevant context, while both 
issuers and investors expressed substantial 
agreement about the natural hedging properties 
of inflation-linked debt, indicating that there is 
consensus across relevant parties. 

We then questioned issuers’ assessment of 
our conclusion that inflation-linked debt can 
decrease the probability of bankruptcy and con-
sequently increase firm value. Corporate debt 
has taken on a newfound prominence in light of 
the sovereign debt crisis and inflation and inter-
est rate risk are key risk factors. However, there 
is a remarkable absence of a viable framework 
for a corporation to determine an optimal liabil-
ity structure. Our proposed framework relies on 
a state-of-the-art continuous-time model; this 
question seeks assessment of our application of 
the model and the assumptions which facilitate 
it.

Again, there was substantial agreement, with 
a full quarter of respondents ‘strongly agreeing’ 
and no respondents in disagreement with what 
is arguably the key conclusion of our research 
on the topic.

We posed a straightforward query to both 
parties about whether the theoretical paper 
by EDHEC-Risk has the potential to enable 
the development of a highly liquid market for 
inflation-linked corporate bonds.

There were remarkably similar responses 
from both parties. Over half of the respondents 
acknowledge the prospects for the development 
of a liquid market resulting from interest gener-
ated from institutional investors. While there 
was a lower level of agreement than with previ-
ous questions regarding fundamental issues, 

4. The study affirms that issuing floating-
rate bonds or inflation-linked bonds may 
increase risk from the perspective of pure 
debt management, but may decrease risk from 
the perspective of integrated asset-liability 
management. Does this seem reasonable? 

6. Do you agree that issuing inflation-linked 
bonds substantially increases firm value 
through a better hedging of inflation risk 
exposure within the firm’s revenues, which in 
turn decreases the probability of bankruptcy, 
one of the major conclusions of EDHEC-Risk’s 
research?

8. Do you think that issuance of this kind 
of debt would be of interest to your own 
company? (Issuers) 

5. The study states that a number of corporations would benefit from 
issuing inflation-linked bonds and that if a firm’s revenues grow with 
inflation, issuing some inflation-linked debt can be a natural hedge. Do you 
agree? (One of three questions asked of both parties.) 

 

7. Do you think that the results of this type of research could enable a 
liquid market for very long-term corporate debt to be created as a result 
of interest from institutional investors in the emergence of new inflation 
hedging instruments? 
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the prospects of liquidity involve many complex 
factors including market microstructure effects, 
possibly explaining the quarter of respondents 
who had no opinion.

Our final question to issuers asked whether 
or not they thought inflation-linked debt could 
be of interest to their company. This question 
served the purpose of a straightforward query 
to the most relevant parties of whether or not 
their firms would be likely to issue inflation-
linked bonds. It would also be very important 
to contrast the responses with the rest of the 
issuer questionnaire to highlight any unappar-
ent issues or sources of hesitation (eg, if the 
respondents otherwise recognised the benefits 
of inflation-linked debt, but noted that their 
firm was unlikely to issue any, it would indicate 
that there were other issues that need to be 
addressed).

Viewing the results within the context of 
current practices – in contrast to the 
very small proportion of corporations 

that issue inflation-linked bonds – nearly a third 
of respondents state that this type of debt could 
be of interest, indicating that there may be an 
increase in the issuance of corporate inflation-
linked bonds in the future.

The 40% of respondents who answered ‘No’ 
is in sharp contrast to the strong responses 
in agreement with the theoretical basis for 
inflation-linked bonds (eg, 84% of respondents 
who agreed that issuing inflation-linked bonds 
may decrease risk from an ALM perspective, 
and 75% of respondents who agreed or strongly 
agreed that issuing inflation-linked bonds 
would substantially increase firm value). As the 
discrepancy may be attributed to respondent-
specific issues such as internal bureaucratic bar-
riers or a unique negative correlation between 
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9a. Do you consider that inflation-linked 
corporate bonds would be a useful addition to 
the strategic mix of asset classes?

9b. If so, would you see them as being more 
useful for diversifying equity risk within 
performance-seeking portfolios, or for 
inflation risk matching in liability-hedging 
portfolios?

 

10a. As far as investing in the liability-hedging portfolio is concerned, what 
would be your arguments for investing or not investing in inflation-linked 
bonds? I am favourable because: 

10b. As far as investing in the liability-hedging portfolio is concerned, what 
would be your arguments for investing or not investing in inflation-linked 
bonds? I am not favourable because:
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revenues and inflation, a comment section was 
included to provide respondents an opportunity 
to express any individualised concerns.

Of the 10 respondents who stated that their 
company would be unlikely to issue inflation-
linked debt, four provided explanations. Two 
respondents stated that their business activities 
were uniquely inappropriate for inflation-linked 
bonds; one of these two firms had revenues 
negatively correlated with inflation and a 
prohibitively small debt programme, while the 
other had an optimal structure that included no 
debt. One respondent notably stated that it had 
revenues in multiple currencies, making it too 
difficult to predict the firm’s net inflation risk. 
The remaining respondent who provided com-
ments stated that inflation risk was not a major 
risk factor affecting company cash flows.

The appropriate framework to analyse the 
applicability of inflation-linked bonds as hedges 
is one that eschews an asset-only perspective, 
and instead adopts an integrated asset-liability 
management perspective. While the primary 
focus of our study was how corporate issuers 
could improve practices by adopting a broader 
analysis, similar considerations may also 
precipitate a modification of an investor’s firm 
structure. For investors, delineating a portfolio 
dedicated to hedging liabilities – which, for 
many, may be a significant departure from 
standard practices – can be essential to immu-
nising a difficult-to-manage risk factor such as 
inflation.

While inflation is clearly and measurably 
tied to many investors’ liabilities, it is also a 
prominent risk factor within the performance-
seeking portfolio, which has a distinct objective 
compared to that of a liability-hedging portfolio. 
Inflation-linked bonds have historically low cor-
relation with other asset classes and could thus 
contribute to a portfolio’s improved risk-reward 

profile. To address asset allocation considera-
tions we included a question seeking recognition 
of the diversification potential of inflation-
linked corporate bonds. It would be helpful 
to identify all attractive attributes of this type 
of debt instrument, and whether it would be 
sought out for its contribution to risk-adjusted 
return generation, or for controlled risk match-
ing, or both.

81% of respondents consider inflation-linked 
corporate bonds as a useful addition to the 
strategic mix of asset classes. This indicates that 
the market for inflation-linked corporate debt 
would not be limited to those seeking liability 
hedges. Of the 81% who responded affirmatively, 
over 40% recognised that inflation-linked bonds 
have equity-diversifying potential, while over 
94% recognised the risk-matching potential.

As we recognise that inflation-linked cor-
porate bonds are a relatively novel addi-
tion to the debt market, we wanted to 

gain a thorough understanding of the perceived 
benefits and shortcomings of inflation-linked 
corporate debt, as well as their potential appli-
cations and usefulness in different contexts. We 
therefore asked respondents to hypothetically 
identify specific characteristics and uses that 
they would find favourable and unfavour-
able. This allowed us not only to identify the 
important issues, but to assess their perceived 
importance relative to each other.

The questions pertained to a variety of issues 
including general investment concerns such as 
the need for diversification and lower costs, as 
well as investor-specific or organisational mat-
ters such as relevant rules or programmes and 
policies.

We also examined key issues specifically 
related to the nature of the issuer – for instance, 
we contrasted inflation-linked corporate debt 

with its sovereign counterpart in regard to 
liquidity, quality of credit-ratings, and credit-
worthiness in the event of a spike in inflation.

In accordance with the strong recognition of 
the hedging properties of inflation-linked bonds, 
61% of respondents cited the diversification and 
liability-hedging potential as a favourable attrib-
ute. It is also notable that only 14% of respond-
ents felt that corporate debt is less risky with 
regard to risk documentation, forecastability 
and stability, and availability of reliable ratings.

It is worth noting that the least favourable 
attribute is recognised by 33% of respondents, 
compared to the most favourable attribute 
which is recognised by 61%. Our responses 
further reveal that creditworthiness – within 
the context of an inflation-linked corporate 
bond – might be one of the more prominent 
concerns held by investors. As we provided an 
‘other’ option to capture possible issues which 
were left out, we can be fairly certain that these 
two broad questions captured the essence of the 
most favourable and unfavourable characteris-
tics perceived by our respondents.

The research from which this article was drawn 
was supported by Rothschild & Cie as part of the 
research chair on The Case for Inflation-Linked 
Corporate Bonds: Issuers’ and Investors’ Perspec-
tives at EDHEC-Risk Institute.
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“My fear is that, at best, position limits
are a cure for a disease that does not 
exist. Or at worst, a placebo for one 
that does”
Michael Dunn, former CFTC commissioner 

In October 2011, the European Commis-
sion summarised the proposed “new rules 
for more efficient, resilient, and transpar-

ent financial markets in Europe” in a press 
release. The press release called for “reinforced 
supervisory powers and a stricter framework for 
commodity derivatives markets”.

Specifically, the Commission noted that: 
“The proposals will reinforce the role and 
powers of regulators. In co-ordination with 
the European Securities and Markets Author-
ity (ESMA) and under defined circumstances, 
supervisors will be able to ban specific products, 
services, or practices in case of threats to inves-
tor protection, financial stability or the orderly 
functioning of markets.

“The proposals foresee stronger supervision 
of commodity derivatives markets. It introduces 
a position reporting obligation by category of 
trader. This will help regulators and market 
participants to better assess the role of specula-
tion in these markets. In addition, the Commis-
sion proposes to empower financial regulators 
to monitor and intervene at any stage in trading 
activity in commodity derivatives, including in 
the shape of position limits if there are concerns 
about disorderly markets.”

In April 2012, Finance Watch produced a 
position paper, ‘Investing Not Betting: Mak-
ing Financial Markets Serve Society’. Finance 
Watch is a new international public interest 
group headquartered in Brussels. The group was 
established in 2011 in response to a 2010 ‘call 
for a finance watch’ by a group of members of 
the European Parliament, who believed there 
needed to be a counterweight to financial indus-
try lobbying. The Finance Watch paper was 
intended to provide a well-reasoned and well-
argued set of proposals that would influence the 
future shape of European financial regulation.

The proposals are as follows:

“1. Implement a European consolidated regulatory 
position reporting system, including positions 
from OTC [over-the-counter] and regulated trad-
ing of commodities and commodity derivatives.
2. Define hedging positions – objectively reducing 
risk[,] directly relating to commercial activities – 
as opposed to speculative positions.
3. Define and implement ex-ante individual limits 
on speculative positions on commodity derivatives 
markets (resulting from a transaction executed 
OTC or on a regulated venue), as a percentage of 
the total market – eg, 2.5%, as a means to have at 
least 40 market participants, limiting the risk of 
market abuse.
4. Define and implement ex-ante market limits on 
speculative positions on commodity derivatives 
markets (resulting from a transaction executed 
OTC or on a regulated venue), as a percentage of 
the total market – eg, 30%, as a means to protect 
the hedging function and the quality of the price 
formation mechanism of these markets from the 
detrimental effect of excessive speculation.
5. Position management arrangements have failed 
to prevent market abuse and do not have the 
purpose of limiting speculation. They are thus an 
inadequate alternative to position limits. However, 
used alongside position limits, they may provide 

European regulation of the commodity 
derivatives markets – be wary of placebos
Hilary Till, Research Associate, EDHEC-Risk Institute

regulators with an additional tool with which to 
oversee the markets. 
6. Prohibit all financial products offering commod-
ity index replication.”

Before discussing Finance Watch’s proposals, 
one must first assert that attention to the grave 
problem of food insecurity is fully justified on 
Finance Watch’s part. 

Figure 1 provides one way of understanding 
the lessons from Continental Europe’s experi-
ence with revolution in 1848: arguably food 

insecurity played a role in whether a country 
became destabilised or not. Figure 1 cleverly 
overlays the Middle Eastern and North African 
experience of last year with the European 
experience of 1848.

Each country and region has its own “hard-
won lessons of historical experience”. Fischer 
(1996) noted that: “Most historians in the 
United States are familiar only with one great 
[price] wave, the price-revolution of the six-

1. Bread prices, 1848 and 2011
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teenth century. Its successor, the inflation of the 
eighteenth century, has been much discussed by 
French scholars in relation to the [French] revolu-
tion in 1789, but it is little known in America 
or Britain where its effects were less dramatic” 
(page 6 – italics added).

Therefore, in Till (2011) we noted that it was 
fitting that food security and food price volatil-
ity would be a topic that France, in its role as 
G20 president in 2011, would bring forth as an 
urgent agenda item, given its “hard-won lessons 
of historical experience”.

The main problem with the Finance Watch 
proposals on restricting speculative 
participation is that its solutions may 

actually be placebos. In a different context, for-
mer US Commodity Futures Trading Commis-
sion (CFTC) commissioner Michael Dunn noted 
in an article by Loder and Brush (2011): “My 
fear is that, at best, position limits are a cure 
for a disease that does not exist. Or at worst, a 
placebo for one that does.”

According to Lynch (2010), a US CFTC 
economist memorandum from the previous year 
stated that: “In our analysis of the impact of 
position limits, we find little evidence to suggest 
that changes from a position limit regime to an 
accountability level regime or a change in the 
levels of position limits impact price volatility 
in either energy or agricultural markets. Our 
results are consistent with those found in the 
existing literature on position limits.”

One should acknowledge that some US 
agricultural futures markets currently do 
operate under a position-limit regime defined •Ph
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by the CFTC, so one does have to be careful 
in arguing that position limits are necessarily 
a particularly onerous constraint on market 
participants.

Consistent with Dunn’s view, IEA (2008) 
warned, “Blaming speculation is an easy solu-
tion[,] which avoids taking the necessary steps 
to improve the supply-side access and invest-
ment or to implement measures to improve 
energy efficiency.”

The public interest group calls for individual 
commodity position limits to be restricted to 
2.5% of the market. In contrast, the limits issued 

by the US CFTC in October 2011 are broader. 
These limits are expected to be in place later 
this year, although there is a court challenge 
under way potentially to block these limits. 
Specifically, CFTC (2011) advises that the limits 
will be as follows. “Spot-month position limits 
will be set generally at 25% of estimated deliver-
able supply... Non-spot-month position limits 
… will be set using the 10/2.5% formula: 10 
percent of the contract’s first 25,000 [contracts] 
of open interest and 2.5% thereafter.”

Summarising from Young et al (2012), one 
should note the following about the CFTC’s 
October 2011 position limit rules:
• The CFTC did not “make a finding that its 
adopted position limits ... [were] necessary”.
• The “CFTC has not argued that position 
limits will be effective in lowering commodity 
prices”.
• The “CFTC contends that it is imposing 
position limits because ‘Congress did not give it 
a choice’”.
• The CFTC did “not provide empirical evi-
dence to demonstrate that the position limits it 
is imposing are appropriate”.
• A dissenting CFTC commissioner stated 
that “whatever limits the Commission sets ... 
[should be] supported by empirical evidence 
demonstrating those [limits] would diminish, 
eliminate, or prevent excessive speculation”.
• The dissenting commissioner also stated that 
“without empirical data, we cannot assure Con-
gress that the limits we set will not adversely 
affect the liquidity and price discovery functions 
of affected markets” (pages 2–4).

Perhaps this summary of the US experi-
ence would be useful to EU policy-makers 
in understanding that the imposition of 

new position limits in the US was not based on 
empirical evidence, “demonstrating ... excessive 
speculation” in the US futures markets.

Where the Finance Watch proposals do 
differ from the US experience is in the public 
interest group’s call for an aggressive limitation 
on overall speculation. This reflects a lack of 
understanding of how futures markets actually 
work. The extensive body of research by Hol-
brook Working is an indispensable resource for 
any aspiring student of the commodity futures 
markets.

A 2010 policy brief from the Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United 

Nations provides a useful note of caution, 
regarding making position limits too onerous: 
“Efforts to reduce speculation in futures mar-
kets might …. have unintended consequences. 
Mechanisms to intervene in futures markets, if 
the futures price diverges from an equilibrium 
level determined by market fundamentals (a 
level which in itself will be difficult to deter-
mine), might divert speculators from trading 
and thus lower the liquidity in the market avail-
able for hedging purposes.”

The FAO policy brief also reinforces the 
importance of appropriate regulatory measures, 
including “increasing transparency and the 
amount of available information on futures 
trading”. Interestingly, the communiqué from 
the June 2011 G20 agricultural meeting in Paris 
largely bypassed the controversy surround-
ing agricultural futures trading, and instead 
embraced market-based solutions in dealing 
with food price volatility, amongst its many 
action items.

One can easily endorse Finance Watch’s 
call for transparency in position-taking. This 
endorsement is the result of hard-won lessons 
from US history. Essentially, the historical les-
sons from past challenges to futures trading in 
the US are as follows:
• Constantly revisit the economic usefulness of 
commodity futures trading;
• Insist upon transparency in market-
participation and position data in a sufficiently 
disaggregated fashion as to be useful, but also in 
a sufficiently aggregated fashion as to not violate 
individual privacy; and
• Carry out empirical studies to confirm or 
challenge the benefits and/or burdens of futures 
trading.

In Working (1970), the economist described 
how fragile the existence of futures trading 
in Chicago had been since its inception in the 
nineteenth century. He also described how the 
Grain Futures Administration in the 1940s had 
been led by statisticians who were trained in 
the natural sciences and who therefore allowed 
the data to provide answers to important policy 
questions.

While the Finance Watch proposals 
include calls for extensive data gather-
ing and classification, the proposals 

do not explicitly include a call for academically-
trained economists, employed by relevant 
European regulators, to statistically evaluate 
that data, as has been the tradition in the US.

One can easily agree with the Finance Watch 
proposal on classifying market participation as 
either hedging or speculative. One caveat is that 
there is a wealth of literature on how difficult 
this task actually is. See, for example, the listing 
of challenges in Peck (1982).

Also, at this time, the CFTC in its Commit-
ments of Traders report now reports participa-
tion as ‘commercial’ or ‘non-commercial’ rather 
getting caught in the difficult debate of whether 
an activity is literally a hedge or not.

In 2009, the CFTC made further progress in 
classifying market participation in finer detail 
through its Disaggregated Commitments of 
Traders (DCOT) report.

The DCOT report divides up large trader 
participation according to four categories:
• Producer/merchant/processor/user;
• Swap dealers;
• Managed money; and
• Other reportables.

Both Till (2009) and Alquist and Gervais 
(2011), for example, used this (relatively) new 
dataset to examine whether speculation had 
been excessive (or not) in the US oil futures 
markets.

The Finance Watch report calls for the ban-
ning of commodity index products. One would 
think this would be an unfortunate precedent 
without solid evidence of these products being a 
‘detriment to society’.

Modern commodity futures markets have 
been the product of 160 years of trial-and-error 
efforts. One result has been the creation of 
an effective price discovery process, which in 
turn assists in the co-ordination of individual 
efforts globally in dynamically matching current 
production decisions with future consump-
tion needs in commodities. The price risk 

management benefits of these markets are also 
particularly emphasised.

Before performing surgery on these institu-
tions, Finance Watch’s supporters may want 
to tread carefully and not adopt ‘speculative’ 
regulatory proposals whose ultimate effects are 
unknown. Perhaps the European Union could 
study market practices globally and adopt what 
is demonstrably best practice rather than invent 
new untested regulations.
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proposals do differ from the US
experience is in the public 
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aggressive limitation on overall
speculation. This reflects a lack
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markets actually work”

“Modern commodity futures 
markets have been the product
of 160 years of trial-and-error
efforts. One result has been the
creation of an effective price
discovery process”
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The objective of the EDHEC-Risk Euro-
pean Index Survey 20111 was to obtain 
opinions of professionals in institutional 

investment management on stock, bond and 
equity volatility indices, as well insights into 
their current use of such indices. Our question-
naire elicited responses from 104 European 
institutional investment professionals. Rather 
than constituting a random sample, the cover-
age of the firms allowed us to conclude that 
our sample of respondents was representative 
of European investment professionals in large 
institutions who are likely to have advanced 
knowledge of indexation.

The questionnaire deals with both the 
evaluation of the quality of an index as well as 
the role of indices and the organisation of the 
investment management process. We provide 
below an overview of several key conclusions 
that can be drawn from the findings.

Index quality criteria
We find that liquidity, objectivity and transpar-
ency are the three most important criteria for 
investors to select or assess an index (an average 
of more than 90% of respondents think liquidity 
and transparency are important to very impor-
tant, and an average of 80% consider objectivity 
with high to very high importance). On the 
other hand, compared to the other criteria, the 
buy-and-hold character is not a critical require-
ment for an index (only 51% of respondents 
find it important to very important). As the 
buy-and-hold property, by which cap-weighting 
is often justified, is not critical for investors, this 
finding opens many possibilities for construct-
ing ‘acceptable’ indices: any transparent and 
liquid portfolio construction rules could be 
appreciated by investors.

Furthermore, the results revealed that there 
is obvious confusion about ‘passive investing’. 
The majority of respondents (58%) do not think 
that indices should only reflect passive strate-
gies, which implies that passive indices could 
also use dynamic weighting or rebalancing 
approaches. This view is also in accordance with 
the low importance of a buy-and-hold prop-
erty of an index to our respondents. But most 
respondents (75.2%) also indicate that indices 
should not be based on alpha, which suggests 
that instead of generating ‘abnormal’ returns, 
investors indeed ask for ‘normal’ returns from 
an index. Overall, our finding suggests that 
indices are required to be passive in the sense 
that they are designed to have beta exposures 
rather than seeking alpha. This is not to say 
that investors require their beta exposures to be 
derived in a purely static way that would corre-
spond to a buy-and-hold strategy. Instead, they 

1  Amenc, N., F. Goltz and L. Tang. October 2011. EDHEC-
Risk European Index Survey 2011. EDHEC-Risk Publication. 
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would allow dynamic weighting or rebalancing 
to achieve the ‘normal’ return of a ‘systematic’ 
portfolio which an index could provide.

Low satisfaction rate overall
Overall, our survey reveals relatively low 
satisfaction rates for existing equity, bond and 
volatility indices. Only two thirds of equity 
index users within our respondents are satisfied 
with equity indices they have used. Roughly 
half of respondents are happy with government 
bond indices, and the satisfaction rate is even 
slightly lower for corporate bond indices. This 
finding is not surprising as there is a growing 
body of research by both academics and practi-
tioners on the various problems inherent in the 
currently existing indices.

Interestingly, when asked specifically about 
cap-weighted indices, the satisfaction rates 
become even lower than when asking in general 
about satisfaction with existing indices. This 
shows that while satisfaction is low overall, 
the default weighting mechanism is a source of 
particular dissatisfaction. In fact, only 31.2% of 
respondents are happy with cap-weighted stock 
indices, and for debt-weighted government 
bond and corporate bond indices, 32.4% and 
26.4% are satisfied, respectively. 

Broad indices versus sub-segment 
indices
Our results have shown that sub-segment 
indices are more important for bond indices 
than equity indices. For instance, less than half 
of respondents who invest in equity find sub-
segment indices (such as size or style indices), 
important or very important. However, about 
65% of respondents who invest in government 
bonds consider sub-segment indices (maturity-
segment and credit-rating segment indices) of 
high or very high importance. And nearly 80% 
of corporate bond respondents see credit-rating 
segment indices as critical.

The lack of importance of sub-segment 
indices for equity indices may stem from 
equity investors’ preference for exposure to the 
general risk premium of broad equity expo-
sure (rather than a risk hedge for precise risk 
factors). 

Fixed-income investors, by contrast, seek 
to hedge precisely defined risk factors (credit 
and duration targets). This finding may not be 
surprising – while the risk factors are relatively 
clear and unambiguous in the fixed income 
area, there is considerable debate about what 
the relevant risk factors are in equity portfo-
lios and how best to represent them through 
indices.

On the other hand, bond investors deal with 
clearly identified risk factors such as interest 
rate risk and credit risk, and have a natural 
desire to use sub-segment indices to try to 

control their exposure with respect to such well 
identified risk factors.

Generic index construction across 
asset classes versus asset class 
specific construction methods
The survey also finds that the issues investors 
see with existing indices differ across asset 
classes. Equity investors fear overinvestment in 
overpriced stocks and insufficient diversification 
due to concentration of the indices in a small 
number of often highly correlated stocks. Fixed-
income investors, by contrast, are more likely to 
be concerned by duration stability and liquidity 
of the indices. This dependency of opinions 
about what the relevant issues are on the asset 
class that investors are dealing with suggests for 
example that bond investors need indices that 
provide solutions to problems that are different 
from those faced by equity investors. Even in 
the fixed-income investment universe, however, 
the investment objectives of investors in govern-
ment bonds are different from those of inves-
tors in corporate bonds. These differences in 
perceived problems across asset classes, implies 
that different asset classes may require different 
indexation solutions in order to appropriately 
address investors’ concerns.

Generic index construction across 
different investment objectives 
and investor types versus more 
objective based indices
While there are clear differences in issues 
seen in different asset classes, our results also 
show that investors may have different invest-
ment objectives even within an asset class. For 
instance, we find that 66.2% of respondents use 
government bond indices to gain diversification 
benefits (ie, benefit from the low correlation 
within bond markets and with other asset 
classes), while 62.2% use them to hedge risk 
exposures. Similar results have been observed 
for corporate bond indices (70.8% seek diver-
sification and 11.1% aim to hedge) and equity 
volatility indices (82.6% look for diversification 
benefits while 39.1% use them for hedging).

Such variation in objectives may in part stem 
from the fact that investors are influenced by 
different investment cultures, or are constrained 
by various factors, such as size and liabilities. 
Hence, we classified respondents to our survey 
into various groups according to different 
criteria (eg, size, region, activities). We find 
that these classifications could in fact lead to 
significantly different views on choices of instru-
ments and investment strategies. For example, a 
majority of asset owners consider the stable risk 
exposure of a corporate bond index important to 
very important while, on the contrary, only half 
of third-party asset managers do. This differ-
ence stems from the fact that asset owners have 
liabilities so they need instruments with stable 
risk exposures that could match their liabilities. 
Asset managers do not have liabilities so they 
show less concern over the stable risk exposures 
of an index.

Overall, our results suggest that investors 
usually have different investment purposes 
even within the same asset class. In particular, 
different types of investors may have different 
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requirements for indices. Hence, a one-size-
fits-all approach might not be appropriate to 
achieve all the purposes. There may indeed be 
room for more specific indices and benchmarks 
designed to address the widely differing invest-
ment objectives in practice.

Alternative weighting schemes
We find that the adoption rates of alternative 
weighting schemes are relatively low, espe-
cially for bond indices. (The adoption rate for 
equity alternatives is 45.2%, and the adoption 
rate is less than 20% for government bond and 
corporate bond alternative indices.) In fact, 
alternative weighting schemes to standard cap-
weighted (debt-weighted) indices are in general 
perceived as creating a relative risk with respect 
to the peer group, which is following such 
cap-weighted (debt-weighted) indices either 
through passive investment or through closely 
constrained active managers with relatively 
low tracking error budgets. This partly explains 
the relatively low adoption rate of alternative 
weighting schemes. In fact, index providers 
often promote them as replacement options for 
cap-weighted indices. But cap-weighted (debt-
weighted) indices – despite the fact that their 
shortcomings are widely acknowledged – are 
likely to remain the most practically relevant 
reference for equity portfolios for some time 
to come, due to their popularity, the extensive 
availability of track records, and due to the 
fact that they represent the average decision of 
investors. Alternative indices are therefore more 
likely to be used as a cost efficient alternative 
for using up the tracking error budgets that are 
conventionally entrusted to active managers.

In addition to this issue, the low adoption 
rate for bond alternative weighting schemes 
is perhaps also due to the unfamiliarity of 
alternatives. (Around 20% of respondents are 

not familiar with alternatives to the standard 
debt-weighted bond indices, but almost all 
respondents are familiar with at least one equity 
alternative weighting scheme.) In addition, the 
relative scarcity of bond-specific offerings from 
index providers may also contribute to the low 
adoption rate in alternative weighting schemes 
for bond indices. It suggests that both research-
ers and industry may have more work to do to 
design alternative weighting mechanisms that 
are truly relevant for bond markets. It should 
again be noted that our results have to be seen 
in the light of our sample of respondents. The 
adoption rates of alternative weighting schemes 
presented in our survey reflect the figure for 
sophisticated index users in large institutions. 
Hence, adoption rates can be expected to be 
lower in a general sample that would be repre-
sentative of the entire population.

Equity volatility indices
Equity volatility indices, as a new product com-
pared to stock and bond indices, have attracted 
lots of attention from investors. Interestingly, 
despite the relatively recent appearance of vola-
tility indices, the satisfaction rate of the indices 
is also relatively higher than for some more 
traditional indices, notably bond indices (64.3% 
of volatility indices and around 50% for both 
government bond and corporate bond indices). 
Practitioners often use them to seek diversifica-
tion benefits with equity markets. However, lack 
of available products as well as lack of liquidity 
becomes the most difficult barrier for investors 
to gain access to this market. As a result, the 
investments in equity volatility are pretty low, 
in terms of both number of investors (22%) and 
the share taken up by the volatility investments 
of the entire portfolio (4.5%).

Overall, our survey results have shown that 
current indices are widely used across asset 

classes though the main area of use of indices 
is still in equities. The results also clearly 
show that indices across all asset classes are 
seen to be problematic by respondents. When 
asking about alternatives to current standard 
indices, survey respondents portray the view 
that designing alternatives should focus on beta 
management not alpha generation. In other 
words, investors do not look for outstanding 
performance from indices but rather suitability 
to their investment objectives. However, the 
indexation industry may have focused more on 
reflecting market movements than on taking 
into account investor objectives, as evidence by 
the fact that a homogeneous weighting scheme 
– the standard market cap weighting – is applied 
indifferently to all types of investors, investment 
objectives and asset classes. This in turn may 
have led to the relatively low satisfaction rates 
observed among survey participants. 

While the criticism is clear, respondents 
also indicate a clear list of quality criteria and 
requirements for indices. These requirements 
include liquidity and transparency but also 
requirements on the risk and return proper-
ties of indices so that they can be used either 
in designing risk/reward efficient investment 
portfolios or in addressing hedging needs 
of investors. While indices have historically 
focused on providing market representation, 
thus favouring a generic approach, our survey 
results shows that this approach has led to a 
fair amount of dissatisfaction among invest-
ment professionals who may have quite specific 
requirements for indices depending on the use 
in their investment process. The challenge for 
indices in the future may consist of finding a 
better match between the set of requirements 
and objectives of investors and the properties 
of the indices and benchmarks they have at 
their disposal.

Insights from the EDHEC-Risk 
North America Index Survey 2011

Indexation continues to play an important 
role in global asset allocation. Total world-
wide assets under internal indexed manage-

ment rose to $5.994trn (€4.86trn) as of 30 June 
2011 – a 25% increase over $4.781trn the previ-
ous year (Olsen [2011]). The share of inflow of 
US open-ended actively managed funds among 
all open-ended funds in the US dropped from 
89% in 2001 to 77% in 2010, while on the other 
hand, the share of exchange-traded fund inflows 
among all open-ended funds jumped from 1.5% 
to 11% within the same period (SPDR [2011]). 

In view of the growing volumes in assets 
under management in passive indexing strate-
gies, a great many index providers have emerged 
worldwide; not only organisations specialising 
in index services, but also stock exchanges and 
investment banks. Each provider has created or 
is creating a host of indices representing a full 

complement of asset classes, as well as asset 
class sub-segments. 

In the entire history of indices, country-
based capitalisation-weighted indices have 
proved to be the most popular for both equity 
and bond markets. Such indices are often used 
as a bellwether for the economy, and they 
are supposed to represent market trends. In 
investment management, such indices directly 
guide investment decisions in passive portfolios 
which simply replicate the indices and they 
indirectly guide investment decisions when 
active management is subject to tight tracking 
error constraints with respect to these indices. 
Nowadays, there is wide acknowledgement that 
index replication has many advantages over 
active management, including low fees, high 
transparency and entirely systematic decision-
making. This has led to a growing demand for 

indices as investment vehicles which has, in 
turn, led to innovations in index construction 
that go beyond traditional cap-weighted country 
indices, including new weighting schemes and 
alternative definitions of sub-segments. These 
innovations are often referred to as smart beta 
or advanced beta.

As the choice of an index is a crucial step in 
both asset allocation and performance measure-
ment, it is useful to investigate index use and 
perceptions about indices. A recent survey, the 
EDHEC-Risk North American Index Survey 
20111, aims to analyse the current uses of and 
opinions on stock, bond and equity volatility 
indices. While information on index vehicles 

1 Amenc, N., F. Goltz, L. Tang and V. Vaidyanathan. April 
2012. EDHEC-Risk North American Index Survey 2011. 
EDHEC-Risk Publication. 
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is widely available, particularly in the case 
of exchange-traded vehicles, we hope that this 
survey will provide unique insight into the 
users’ perspective on the index industry, not 
only including a description of the current 
practices, but also user perceptions on different 
indices and on benefits and drawbacks of index 
construction methodologies. Furthermore, there 
is a growing body of research on index con-
struction and index use. Recent studies assess 
current indices and also propose alternative 
approaches to construct indices. This survey 
also serves as a tool to explore views of insti-
tutional index users on the conclusions of the 
literature in financial research.

This survey allows us to gather opinions from 
139 investors – 80% of them institutional invest-
ment managers, such as asset management 
companies, pension funds and insurance firms. 
The remaining respondents are from the private 
wealth management sector and also include 
investment banks and brokers. Overall, our 
respondents represent approximately $12trn 
worth of assets under management (AUM). 
This, in turn, represents around one third of all 
AUM in the North American asset management 
industry.

Out of the 139 responses, a fifth are from 
Canada and the rest are from the US. Such 
geographical distribution of respondents is 
expected and broadly in line with the respective 
size of the investment management industry in 
both countries. The opinions collected reflect 
investors’ overall judgement on index quality, 
on the key issues they see with current indices, 
and on the likely future trends for the index-
ing landscape. Since 80% of respondents are 
from institutions, and since we receive a higher 
response rate from professionals with a sig-
nificant interest in indices (self-selection), our 
survey, overall, presumably represents views of 
the average sophisticated index user within a 
North American institutional investor scope.

General findings across asset 
classes
As previously mentioned, since the indexing 
industry is continuously growing and innovat-
ing, investors have many choices when selecting 
indices. The question of selecting an index that 
is suitable to an investor’s objective is an impor-
tant one. One important question in our survey 
therefore, is identifying the criteria by which 
investors actually judge index quality in the first 
place. Another important area is to gauge how 
widely current indices are used and whether 
users are satisfied by the range of indices cur-
rently available, as well as by their qualities. 
In particular, we aim to address the question 
of whether the existing indices are able to help 
investors achieve their investment objectives.

Index qualities
Representativity, transparency, liquidity and 
investability are amongst the desirable qualities 
that are typically cited for indices (see eg, Arnott 
et al [2008], 64; Kamp [2008]). Representativity 
usually remains undefined, but the basic notion 
is that the index should be sufficiently reflec-
tive of developments in a given market segment 
or region. Transparency usually refers to the 
fact that indices should be designed by publicly 
available and non-discretionary rules. At the 
same time, indices are usually required to be 
liquid (so that trading large positions should not 
impact the market price) and investable (the 
constituents included should be accessible to all 
investors).

Our findings show that respondents in our 
sample consider liquidity and transparency 
as the most important criteria for indices. In 

addition, ‘objectivity’, which refers to avoiding 
discretionary choices, is also critical to our 
respondents. Interestingly, we note that North 
American investors give significant considera-
tion to rebalancing of securities within an 
index. 81.3% of respondents see reasonably 
low turnover as a critical quality for an index 
but less than 70% consider the buy-and-hold 
characteristic as an important property of 
indices. This finding shows that reasonably low 
turnover is an important criterion to North 
American respondents though it is slightly 
less important than previously mentioned 
qualities, such as transparency, liquidity and 
objectivity (the percentage of respondents who 
consider these three qualities as important to 
very important is above 85%). The perceived 
lower importance of the buy-and-hold criterion 
implies that our respondents do not require an 
index to be completely ‘static’.

Thus investors’ perceptions do not line up 
with the reasoning of many advocates of passive 
strategies who emphasise the buy-and-hold 
characteristic as being of key importance (see 
eg, Malkiel [1995]; Bogle [2002, 2010]; Sauter 
[2010]). However, our results also reveal that 
though investors do not want a completely 
‘static’ portfolio, they highlight the key point, 
which is the reasonably low turnover, suggesting 
that any ‘dynamic’ or rebalancing element of 
an index strategy has to limit turnover within 
investors’ scale of tolerance.

Risk-return properties and reliability of risk 
exposures also rated as considerably important 
to investors. Risk-return properties, mainly 
referred to as the efficient risk/reward ratio, 
are always crucial to investors if one does not 
want to have an inefficient starting point for the 
investment process (Amenc et al [2006]), since 
the choice of an index determines the outcome 
of many other choices that are subsequently 
made. In addition, the risk factor stability of an 
index is an important consideration as inves-
tors typically perceive the index to be a neutral 
choice of long-term risk factor exposures. Any 
variation in risk factor exposure of an index 
exposes investors to an implementation risk for 
their asset allocation, as the explicit decisions 
on risk exposures that have been made by the 
investor at the asset allocation level may be 
compromised by implicit decisions of the index 
– see Bahri and Leger (2001) and Amenc et al 
(2006) for the implications of variations in risk 
exposures. 

Interestingly, our respondents do not appear 
to be significantly concerned about the sector or 
style concentration in an index, which has been 
confirmed to be present in many market indices 
(see the empirical evidence in eg, Strongin et 
al [2000]; Bernstein [2003]; Tabner [2007]); it 
receives the lowest score among all the quali-
ties. This is surprising, as one of the objectives 

of indices is to allow investors to seek broad 
market exposure, as investing in highly con-
centrated indices runs counter to the investor’s 
investment objective. In addition, such concen-
tration would lead to a severe impact on indices 
as a result of idiosyncratic events or changes 
in valuation associated with few stocks (see 
Malevergne and Sornette [2007]; Malevergne et 
al [2009]; Goltz and Sahoo [2011]).

Our finding shows that in North America, the 
requirements on indices (for most institutional 
investors) are basic: transparency, liquidity and 
objectivity are the three most important quality 
criteria for our respondents, with more than 
85% of respondents seeing them as important 
to very important. Another key point is that 
an index does not necessarily imply a buy-and-
hold strategy. A dynamic strategy to construct 
the index might be acceptable, provided it is 
achieved with reasonably low turnover.

Furthermore, our survey provides interesting 
insights on the debate of how far an index can 
move away from a traditional passive strategy. 
Nearly half of the respondents to our survey 
think that it is acceptable for an index to deviate 
from passive strategies (49.6%). On the other 
hand, respondents clearly indicate that indices 
should not be based on alpha (74.8%). This con-
trast between the two findings implies that for 
most respondents an ‘index’ is not required to 
be passive in the sense of a buy-and-hold portfo-
lio without any trading – but most importantly, 
is required to be passive in a broader sense 
of refraining from trying to generate alpha. 
Therefore, our results allow us to conclude that 
the main objective of an index portfolio should 
be to reflect the risk premia or normal returns 
available from investing within an asset class 
as opposed to abnormal returns through the 
pursuit of alpha strategies. However, the way of 
implementing this access to risk premia within 
an asset class does not necessarily constitute a 
‘buy-and-hold’ strategy. 

Our respondents’ acceptance of indices that 
do not rely on a buy-and-hold strategy probably 
reflects an acceptance of new and enhanced 
index offers that maintain systematic rules and 
thus allow investors to reconcile their con-
cern over reliability and transparency with an 
improvement of risk/reward properties.

Use of and satisfaction with 
indices
To get a broad view of current index use and 
whether indices meet the needs of investors, we 
first try to understand the adoption rate of the 
indices for equity, bonds and equity volatil-
ity. Our results have shown that nearly 90% of 
respondents who invest in equity use indices 
(see figure 1). This is not surprising as equity 
indices have enjoyed a long history, and there is 
a vast variety of equity index products. On the 

1. Summary of the usage of different asset classes and respective indices
 Equity Government bond Corporate bond Equity volatility
Which asset class have you invested in? 90.6% 71.9% 68.3% 25.2%
What percentages (in assets under management) 61.9% 17.8% 21.0% 8.7% 
of your total investments are invested in the  
following asset classes?*
Have you used the following indices in your 88.9% 73.0% 70.5% 65.7%
investments, in the respective asset classes?
Are you satisfied with the products you have used?** 61.9% 17.8% 21.0% 8.7%

*  Percentages shown in this row are obtained by those respondents who have invested in each respective asset class. The sum 
of the percentages is not exactly 100% because percentages shown here are the averages of those answers reported by our 
respondents. For each individual respondent, the sum of percentages is less than or equal to 100% since they may invest in 
other asset classes that are not options to our question. 
**  Percentages shown in this row are obtained by those who have used indices for their investment in respective asset class

•
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other hand, bond index adoption rates are not 
as high as those for equity indices, with 73.0% 
for government bond indices and 70.5% for cor-
porate bond indices. Besides the shorter history 
of bond indices, difficulties with the properties 
of bond indices could contribute to the lower 
adoption rate. For example, the risk character-
istics of bond indices, such as their interest rate 
risk exposure (duration) change over time due 
to the replacement of the matured bonds or 
simply due to the passage of time. For instance, 
Benning (2006) has concluded that a bond 
index is a “moving target” – if selected today, it 
may become inappropriate tomorrow. Further-
more, the data problems which cause pricing 
difficulties in bond indices might make investors 
hesitant to use bond indices as the index value 
may not truly reflect the price of the underly-
ing assets. For instance, most bonds are traded 
over the counter (OTC), not on an exchange 
(Jankowitsch et al [2002]), implying that prices 
are not directly observable, since these prices 
are provided by dealers. Hence, prices are either 
an estimate by dealers or a reflection of their 
last transaction price, which may not be as 
timely as desired.

Among the asset classes we included in our 
survey, indices for equity volatility have the 
lowest adoption rate by investors (65.7%). This 
is not entirely surprising, as equity volatility 
indices are relatively new products, and have 
only been available since 1993. In general, 
trading volumes are low and few investable 
products are available. Though equity volatil-
ity indices may be more popular when used as 
indicators or information sources for investors 
to invest in other investment vehicles, our 
survey targets the usage of equity volatility 
indices as investment vehicles. Hence, we care 
more about the actual trading volume and the 
investable products linked to equity volatility 
indices. 

While the adoption rates clearly show 
the wide prevalence of indices as investment 
vehicles, the satisfaction rates for indices in 
various asset classes reveal a number of serious 
concerns. Overall, index satisfaction rates are 
relatively low. Two-thirds of users in our survey 
are satisfied with indices in equity and govern-
ment bond investments and only half are satis-
fied with indices in corporate bond investments. 
The satisfaction with indices is lowest in equity 
volatility indices (30.4%). There does not appear 
to be any uniform set of factors that explain 
dissatisfaction across the different indices and 
across asset classes. Rather, there are specific 
issues associated with indices in each asset 
class. For example, cap-weighted equity indices 
have been criticised as being inefficient (Haugen 
and Baker [1991]; Grinold [1992]; Goltz and Le 
Sourd [2010]); bond indices are often criticised 

for having unstable credit exposure and unstable 
duration caused by change in constitution 
(Levine, Drucker and Rosenthal [2010]; Siegel 
[2003]; Campani and Goltz [2011]); equity 
volatility indices lack liquidity and availability of 
products (Dash and Moran [2005]).

Broad market index vs sub-
segment indices
For both equity and bond indices, the cur-
rent set of index offerings can be divided into 
two categories: broad market indices, such as 
regional or global equity indices, which aim to 
represent the overall market movements, as 
well as sub-segment indices such as style or 
sector indices (eg, a growth index for equity, or 
a one to three-year maturity index for bonds). 
Besides the overall picture of index usage in 
North America, our survey also tries to get a 
better understanding of the importance of sub-
segment indices relative to broad market indices 
across different asset classes (excluding equity 
volatility). 

Our results (see the summary in figure 2) 
show that sub-segment indices are much more 
important for bond indices, where respondents 
see less value for broad indices than they do in 
the equity space. (Nearly 80% of respondents 
consider broad regional/worldwide indices to 
be important in equity investing, but only about 
60% of respondents perceive broad indices to 
be important for bond investing.) The lack of 
importance of sub-segment indices for equity 
indices may stem from equity investors’ prefer-
ence for exposure to the general risk premium 
of broad equity exposure (rather than a risk 
hedge for precise risk factors).

Fixed-income investors, on the other hand, 
seek to hedge precisely defined risk factors 
(credit and duration targets). As fixed-income 
investors are exposed to such factors as 
interest-rate risk, inflation risk, and others, 
they need fixed-income instruments with 
specific characteristics to match their risk 
exposures. Additionally, it is usually quite 
clear what the relevant risk factors are in the 
bond universe (eg, interest rate risk and credit 
rate risk) whereas in the equity universe it 
is often controversial what the relevant risk 
factors are. For example, Amenc and Le Sourd 
(2005) summarise the many possible choices 
of relevant risk factors for equity portfolios 
including explicit factors and implicit fac-
tors including, for instance macroeconomic 
factors and fundamental factors. The question 
of which factors are most relevant to equity 
portfolios is frequently the subject of debate 
(see eg, Grinold [1991] or Engerman [1993]). 
Such controversies may explain the relatively 
low importance of factor based sub-segment 
indices for equity in practice.
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2. Comparison of importance of sub-segment indices across different asset classes
Equity indices Regional Country Size segment Style Sector Factor-based 
 or worldwide   (value/growth)  equity
% not important at all 7.1% 16.7% 15.1% 18.3% 20.6% 37.3%
% important/very important 79.4% 63.5% 61.1% 55.6% 54.0% 27.0%
Government bond indices  Maturity Credit rating Regional or Inflation Country 
  segment segment worldwide protected 
% not important at all  11.0% 11.0% 13.0$ 14.0% 16.0%
% important/very important  70.0% 66.0% 64.0% 62.0% 58.0%
Corporate bond indices  Maturity Credit rating Country Regional  
  segment segment  or worldwide 
% not important at all  11.6% 11.6% 14.9% 17.9%
% important/very important  75.8% 73.7% 62.8% 62.1%

The percentages shown in the table are not re-normalised by excluding the non-responders. The percentages highlighted in bold compare the 
difference in the perception of importance in regional/worldwide indices for different asset classes.
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Performance evaluation of hedge 
funds has proceeded with two main 
approaches. One considers only 

absolute returns, while the other rests on the 
identification of risk factors behind hedge 
fund returns. It was quickly recognised that 
absolute performance measurement for hedge 
funds needs to go beyond the traditional 
Sharpe or Treynor ratios. Indeed, hedge fund 
return distributions are distinctly abnormal 
and measures based on the mean and variance 
are not sufficient to capture the risk associ-
ated with hedge fund returns. Other meas-
ures have been proposed to account for the 
negative skewness and positive large kurtosis 
exhibited by hedge fund return distributions, 
namely the Sortino ratio, the Stutzer index or 
the Omega ratio. 

While these adapted measures are bet-
ter able to capture the higher-moment risk 
present in hedge fund returns, they are not 
sufficient to rank funds. We need additional 
indicators to know if a given fund is doing 
well relative to other funds using similar 
strategies. The relative approach starts with 
the peer analysis, whereby funds in compa-
rable groups are evaluated based on absolute 
return measures. Performance relative to 
peers may be measured during market cycles 
or over short or long periods. However, the 
groups may not be homogeneous enough to 
capture the underlying exposures to differ-
ent risks. Therefore, measuring performance 
through alpha after accounting for the beta 
risks appears to deliver a more precise basis 
for comparison between funds.

The alpha approach necessitates spelling 
out the risk factors that may affect hedge fund 
returns. Given the wide diversity of strate-
gies followed by hedge funds the literature 
has evolved to include exposures to the main 
sources of risk, such as equity, fixed income, 
credit, commodity or currency. The main 
approach is to estimate linear factor models 
where hedge fund returns are regressed lin-
early on such risk factors. Such an approach 
captures only linear exposure to the risk 
factors, but several studies have shown that a 
large number of equity-oriented hedge fund 
strategies exhibit payoffs resembling a short 
position on a put option on the market index. 
These approaches to capturing non-linearities 
in hedge fund payoffs are targeted towards 
specific option-like strategies. Fung and Hsieh 
(2001) analyse trend-following strategies and 
show that their payoffs are related to those of 
an investment in a lookback straddle. Mitchell 
and Pulvino (2001) show that returns to risk 
arbitrage are similar to those obtained from 
selling uncovered index put options. Agarwal 
and Naik (2004) extend these results and 
show that, in fact, a wide range of equity-
oriented hedge fund strategies exhibit this 

nonlinear payoff structure. Diez de los Rios 
and Garcia (2010) propose a more general 
approach to identify the nature of the option 
that best characterises the payoffs of a hedge 
fund. It can therefore be used to analyse 
any strategy. However, one needs to specify 
the risk factor underlying the option and 
the number of kinks allowed. Most of their 
applications have used the market index with 
one kink, to identify positions in put or call 
options or straddles. Extending the method 
to several risk factors and more than one kink 
runs into the obstacle of limited length time 
series of hedge fund returns. Therefore, it is 
empirically impossible given the amount of 
data available to identify spread positions on 
several risk factors.

The approach proposed in recent research 
conducted with the support of Newedge as 
part of the Advanced Modelling for Alterna-
tive Investments research chair at EDHEC-
Risk Institute1 overcomes these limitations. 
First, it allows one to look at the non-linear 
exposure of a hedge fund strategy to several 
risk factors. Second, it is not limited to shapes 
resembling standard option payoff patterns. 
Being non-parametric, it produces a factor 
model that captures many non-linear func-
tions of returns for the assets chosen as risk 
factors, overcoming the above-mentioned 
problem of limited data availability. Moreo-
ver, it can add non-linearities to option risk 
factors such as the straddle strategies used in 
Fung and Hsieh (2001).

The main idea is to risk-adjust hedge 
fund payoffs in a way that accounts for the 
asymmetry or tail risk exposures created by 
the dynamic strategies pursued by the hedge 
funds. Abnormal performance is measured by 

1 Garcia, R. and C. Almeida. July 2012. Robust Assessment 
of Hedge Fund Performance through Nonparametric 
Discounting. EDHEC-Risk Publication produced with the 
support of Newedge. 

the expected product of a portfolio’s returns 
and a risk-adjustment function also called 
stochastic discount factor. The evaluation can 
proceed unconditionally or conditionally to a 
set of lagged instruments.2

The methodology is based on minimising 
a general convex function to obtain a 
minimum discrepancy (MD) measure 

(Corcoran [1998]) that exactly prices the 
basis assets selected as factors. A well-known 
example of such discrepancy measures is the 
Kullback-Leibler information criterion (KLIC).3 
We choose a family of discrepancy functions 
that admits as particular cases the quadratic 
criterion of Hansen and Jagannathan (HJ – 
1991), and the KLIC, but offers other informa-
tion criteria that have different implications for 
assessing performance.

The solutions for these risk-adjustment 
non-linear functions are obtained more eas-
ily by solving a portfolio problem, with the 
maximisation of a specific utility function in 
the hyperbolic absolute risk aversion (HARA) 
family.4 The first-order conditions for these 
HARA optimisation problems provide solu-
tions for the risk-adjustment weights that are 
non-linear and positive, directly generalising 
the linear SDF in HJ (1991) with positivity 
constraints and guaranteeing no arbitrage 
when pricing hedge fund payoffs. An addi-
tional advantage is that the approach shows 
how reference assets chosen as risk factors 
should be weighted within the risk adjustment 
function, thus indicating which risk factors 
are really important when analysing hedge 
fund performance.5

Several studies have used conditioning 

2 See, for instance, Ferson and Siegel (2003), Farnsworth et 
al (2002) and Bailey, Li and Zhang (2004).
3 Stutzer (1995) diagnosed asset pricing models with 
information functions implied by this criterion. Stutzer 
(1996) used the same information theoretical approach 
based on the entropy measure to extract canonical 
probabilities, that is, risk-neutral probabilities that 
consistently price a set of options using the underlying 
asset as basis assets or adding to it other traded options. 
Our methodology naturally generalises his approach to 
discrepancy measures other than the entropy measure.
4 This equivalent approach has been stressed in HJ (1991) 
for a quadratic criterion, where maximising the Sharpe 
ratio in the space of excess returns corresponds to finding 
a minimum variance in the space of SDFs. Our approach 
encompasses the exponential tilting (ET) criterion of 
Stutzer (1995) and its corresponding optimum portfolio 
of a CARA investor, as well as the empirical likelihood 
(EL) criterion and its corresponding log utility maximising 
portfolio, denominated growth portfolio by Bansal and 
Lehmann (1997).
5 In Almeida and Garcia (2010) we provide a detailed 
econometric methodology to conduct tests for the statistical 
significance of these risk factors.

René Garcia, Professor of Finance, EDHEC Business School, Academic Director, EDHEC-Risk 
Institute PhD in Finance programme; Caio Almeida, Assistant Professor, Graduate School of 
Economics, Getulio Vargas Foundation

How to assess hedge fund 
performance in a robust manner

“The main idea is to risk-adjust hedge
fund payoffs in a way that accounts
for the asymmetry or tail risk 
exposures created by the dynamic
strategies pursued by the hedge funds.
Abnormal performance is measured
by the expected product of a portfolio’s
returns and a risk-adjustment 
function also called stochastic 
discount factor” 
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information to evaluate the performance of 
managed portfolios.6 Performance can be eval-
uated conditionally to specific macroeconomic 
environments such as high or low interest rate 
states, large or limited economic uncertainty, 
boom or bear markets, liquid or illiquid mar-
kets, making the performance measurement 
more transparent to general economic condi-
tions. These studies usually limit themselves 
to conditional measures of performance that 
involve only conditional means and variances 
of portfolio returns. We extend the literature 
on conditional performance measurement by 
producing conditional measures that take into 
account all conditional moments of the risk-
adjustment functions.

Conditional approaches have the potential 
advantage of having thinner-tailed condi-
tional distributions that better control the 

effect of extreme observations on the moments 
of asset returns. However, our generalised 
discrepancy measures, even taken uncondition-
ally, are better able to capture the effect of these 
extreme observations because they account for 
higher moments in the unconditional distribu-
tion of returns. This is especially important 
when evaluating the performance of managed 
portfolios since private information on which 
fund managers condition their trades is unob-
servable. In this case only the potentially fatter-
tailed unconditional returns are observable. 

Our unconditional risk-adjustment measures 
will account for the effect of this unobservable 
information.

Our implied non-linear measures are 
related to a number of previous studies that 
feature non-linear risk-adjustment or dis-
counting functions. Bansal and Viswanathan 
(1993) propose a neural network approach 
to construct a non-linear stochastic discount 
factor that embeds specifications by Kraus 
and Litzenberger (1976) and Glosten and 
Jagannathan (1994). Our approach provides 
a family of different hyperbolic functions of 

6 A representative example is the study by Farnsworth 
et al (2002). They consider several parametric models, 
both linear and non-linear, to measure the investment 
performance of fund managers.

basis factor returns implied by the solution 
to portfolio problems. In Dittmar (2002), 
who also analyses non-linear pricing kernels, 
preferences restrict the definition of the pric-
ing kernel. Under the assumption of decreas-
ing absolute risk aversion, he finds that a 
cubic pricing kernel is able to best describe 
a cross-section of industry portfolios. Our 
non-parametric approach embeds such cubic 
non-linearities implicitly. Boyle et al (2008) 
obtain robust prices for derivative securities 
based on discounting functions that cause 
minimum perturbations on prices of deriva-
tives payoffs. Our methodology, if used to 
price derivatives, will provide pricing intervals 
based on the HARA implied risk-adjustment 
functions. To establish the relevance of our 
approach, we evaluate the performance of 
various hedge fund indices, considering a 
set of risk factors including equities, bonds, 
credit, currencies and commodities, as well as 
several straddle strategies. We compare the 
measured alphas to option-based performance 
measures obtained by a linear model. To 
capture non-linearities and measure the alpha 
performance of the funds, Agarwal and Naik 
(2004) use a linear regression in which they 
introduce the returns on a portfolio of options 
along with the other usual risk factors.7

Our analysis accounts explicitly for higher 
moments of returns induced by option-like 
strategies. Moreover, an important feature 
of our discrepancy-based approach is the 
possibility to capture more complex non-
linearities since options portfolios can be 
included as factors themselves. Alpha valu-
ations obtained with the implied non-linear 
risk-adjustment measures are in general 
lower than the performances exhibited when 
introducing option factors linearly. Our study 
complements the analysis of Agarwal, Bakshi 
and Huij (2010), who investigate the relation-
ship between the cross-section of hedge fund 
returns and higher-moment equity risks. We 
directly relate the performance of hedge funds 
to higher moments of all risk factors, includ-
ing straddles on equity, commodity, currency, 
bond, and short interest rate (see Fung and 
Hsieh [2001]). 

Our findings support the view that higher-
moment equity risks capture a large part of 
non-linear risk exposure of several hedge 
fund strategies. However, exposure to higher-
moment risks for bond, interest rate or currency 
is essential for other strategies, particularly for 
emerging markets.

Our multiplicity of discrepancy measures 
allows us to conduct a robustness analysis on 
the performance of hedge funds. In particular, 
we use an estimator that averages across a 
range of risk-adjustment functions in order to 
reflect the assessment of an average inves-
tor. We also illustrate how a fund manager 
can measure the sensitivity of his portfolio 
of funds to shocks affecting risk factors, that 

7 See also Mitchell and Pulvino (2001) and Fung and Hsieh 
(2001) for characterising hedge fund returns as returns 
from option-based trading strategies.

is macro shocks, or to idiosyncratic shocks 
impacting a particular fund.

The research from which this article was drawn 
was supported by Newedge as part of the 
Advanced Modelling for Alternative Invest-
ments research chair at EDHEC-Risk Institute.
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“To establish the relevance of
our approach, we evaluate the
performance of various hedge fund
indices, considering a set of risk
factors including equities, bonds,
credit, currencies and commodities,
as well as several straddle strategies.
We compare the measured alphas to
option-based performance measures
obtained by a linear model”
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A number of quantitative weighting 
schemes have been shown to produce 
robust outperformance with respect 

to standard cap-weighted equity indices over 
long time periods. Over periods ranging from 
a few months to a few years, however, such 
alternative weighting schemes can generate 
substantial downside risk relative to cap-
weighted indices, which would be a source 
of concern for most investment managers or 
chief investment officers. Drawing on results 
in a recently published research article1, this 
article discusses the issues with relative risk 
of alternative weighting schemes and potential 
ways to address them through applying basic 
risk management principles (diversification 
and hedging) to design portfolios of alternative 
weighted strategies. 

Relative risk matters
Alternative weighting schemes lead to relative 
performance risk since they lead to choices of 
factor exposure that are different from those of 
cap-weighted indices. For example, fundamen-
tals-based indices have been shown to lead to a 
strong value bias2, which has a positive impact 
when value stocks outperform growth stocks, 
but a negative impact otherwise. The risk 
premia associated with the factors that alterna-
tive weighting schemes are exposed to in a way 
that differs from the exposure of cap-weighted 
indices may at times lead to less reward than 
those associated with cap-weighting. Therefore, 
while many alternative weighting schemes 
have been shown to outperform cap-weighted 
indices over long time periods, there is no 
guarantee that in the short term these alterna-
tive weighting schemes always outperform 
cap-weighting. Figure 1 shows the maximum 
drawdown relative to the cap-weighted index 
for four popular alternative weighted equity 
indices in the US universe. It can be seen that 
even over the relatively short time frame for 
which data is available for all these indices, 

1 Amenc, N., F. Goltz, A. Lodh, and L. Martellini (2012). 
Diversifying the Diversifiers and Tracking the Tracking 
Error: Outperforming Cap-Weighted Indices with Limited 
Risk of Underperformance, Journal of Portfolio Management 
38, 3, 72–88. 
2 See for example Blitz, D. and L. Swinkels (2008). Funda-
mental Indexation: An Active Value Strategy in Disguise. 
Journal of Asset Management 9, 4, 264–269; or Kaplan, P.D. 
(2008). Why Fundamental Indexation Might – or Might Not 
– Work. Financial Analysts Journal 64, 1, 32–39. 
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periods of very pronounced underperformance 
occurred for each of these indices, with an 
extreme tracking error and maximum relative 
drawdowns that often exceed 12% and are high 
for all of the analysed alternative indices. 

Such high levels of relative risk are a 
severe concern for a chief investment officer 
(CIO) who has made the choice of adopting 
an alternative weighting scheme. When such 
underperformance occurs with active man-
agers, the failure of a third-party manager, 
which is a risk inherent in the very logic of the 

delegation process of portfolio management, 
typically translates into the termination of the 
manager. In the case of underperformance of 
an alternative equity index, however, it would 
be difficult for the CIO to blame anyone else 
for the selection of this index. Thus CIOs 
who deviate from cap-weighted indices take 
on considerable reputation risk, while cap-

weighted indices represent a common refer-
ence for the peer group of CIOs. Interestingly, 
even all alternative index providers refer to 
cap-weighting when analysing the performance 
and risk of their method. This is perhaps the 
clearest indication that cap-weighted indices 
remain the ultimate reference. If cap-weighted 
indices are the ultimate reference, a strong 
case should be made for an explicit focus on 
relative risk, even though relative risk is rarely 
assessed by providers of alternatively weighted 
indices. In fact, active managers have been 
managing their portfolios subject to relative 
risk budgets for decades, being constrained 
to respect a level of tracking error relative to 
the cap-weighted index. The absence of such 
relative risk budgets for alternative weighting 
schemes means that they somewhat resemble 
active management with an unlimited relative 
risk budget. Likewise, comparing the excess 
returns of different non-cap-weighted indices 
would resemble a comparison between active 
managers without any reference to the risk 
budgets which have been allocated to them. 

Controlling relative risk: 
diversifying the diversifiers and 
tracking the tracking error
We now turn to an assessment of two reason-
able proxies for well-diversified, efficient fron-
tier, portfolios, namely the maximum Sharpe 
ratio (MSR) portfolio and the global minimum 
volatility (GMV) portfolio, and address the 
question of how to use these building blocks to 
design an improved equity benchmark while 
satisfying target levels of average and extreme 
tracking error with respect to cap-weighted 
indices. 

When faced with the objective of generating 
attractive risk-adjusted returns, taking into 
account both absolute risk (volatility or value 
at risk) and relative risk (tracking error, or 
perhaps more importantly value at tracking 
error risk – that is, the risk of substantially 
underperforming the reference), one should 
put in place an effective approach of diversifi-
cation as well as relative risk control. Diversifi-
cation, which is the only free lunch in finance, 
allows investors – for a given level of volatility 
– to maximise expected returns. Relative risk 
control allows investors to reap these benefits 
of diversification without straying too far from 
their peer group represented by standard 
cap-weighted indices. Improved diversifica-
tion and relative risk control are nothing but 

“Active managers have been managing
their portfolios subject to relative risk
budgets for decades, being constrained
to respect a level of tracking error 
relative to the cap-weighted index. The
absence of such relative risk budgets for
alternative weighting schemes means
that they somewhat resemble active
management with an unlimited relative 
risk budget”

1. Relative risk of alternative weighting indices for US equities
Based on weekly date from 3 January 2003 to 30 December 2011  
 
Measures relative to S&P 500 S&P 500 MSCI USA FTSE EDHEC FTSE RAFI 
cap-weighted index Equal Weighted Minimum Risk Efficient US 1000 
 Index Volatility Index US Index Index
Annualised excess return over cap-weighted index 3.24% 1.21% 3.75% 2.18%
Tracking error 4.64% 5.69% 3.82% 4.78%
Extreme tracking error (95th percentile 9.57% 7.42% 6.72% 11.92%
of rolling one-year TE)
Maximum relative drawdown 13.60% 12.23% 8.43% 12.67%
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ways of trying to spend the investor’s risk 
budget efficiently. We will briefly discuss how 
to implement diversification and hedging in a 
relative risk context before exploring how these 
two approaches aimed at achieving robust 
outperformance over cap-weighted indices can 
be combined. 

The first approach, ‘diversifying the diversi-
fiers’ means allocating across the two alterna-
tive weighting schemes so as to diversify away 
the risk of making wrong assumptions about 
the conditions of optimality behind different 
strategies in different market conditions. For 
investors who are agnostic either about their 
capacity to identify the model with superior 
assumptions and their capacity to take the risk 
of choosing a particular model in the wrong 
market conditions, it may be reasonable to 
combine models and thus diversify model 
selection risk. Proxies for the GMV portfolio 
provide defensive exposure to equity that 
does well in adverse market conditions, while 
robust proxies for MSR portfolios provide 
greater access to the upside of equity markets. 
Since the relative performance of these two 
diversification approaches depends on market 
conditions, a combination of both approaches 
leads to a smoother conditional performance, 
and thus a lower level of average tracking 
error risk. On the other hand, this diversifica-
tion approach has little impact, if any, on 
the extreme tracking error risk. This result 
simply suggests that diversification may not 
be a sufficient approach with respect to rela-
tive risk management, as was expected, since 
diversification is well-known to fail at manag-
ing extreme risk, which manifests itself as a 
situation when all available options tend to fail 
simultaneously.

The second approach consists in ‘tracking 
the tracking error’, which recognises that only 
hedging, that is aligning the factor exposure 
of the performance engine with that of the 
cap-weighted benchmark, can allow for proper 
management of extreme relative risk. As a first 
step, our hedging approach combines the opti-
mised portfolio with a suitably-designed, time-
varying, quantity of the cap-weighted reference 
portfolio so as to ensure that relative risk is 
kept under the budgeted limits (‘core-satellite 
approach’). Since the optimised portfolio is 
originally endowed with an ill-behaved tracking 
error process – ie, a tracking error that may 
deviate substantially ex-post from the average 
tracking error level – we make sure ex-ante 
that the optimised portfolio risk exposures 
are sufficiently well-aligned with the bench-
mark portfolio risk exposure, through explicit 
tracking error constraints in the optimisation 
procedure as well as constraints on factor 
exposures. 

When put together, these two ingredients 
allow for robust access to outperformance 
within well-defined relative risk budgets. 

The results in figure 2 show that both 
extreme relative risk and average relative risk 
are significantly reduced when combining 
diversification across strategies with a relative 
risk hedging approach. 

Figure 2 shows the stand-alone strategies 
without any relative risk hedging and compares 
them to the efficient diversified portfolio, 
which combines the minimum volatility and 
maximum Sharpe ratio strategies in equal 
proportions. The median tracking error of the 
stand-alone strategies without risk control 
is markedly higher than that of the efficient 
diversified strategy with risk control. While 
the introduction of tracking error constraints 

•

2. Comparing stand-alone optimised strategies with a diversified risk-controlled 
strategy
Based on weekly date from 2 January 1959 to 31 December 2010  
 
Measures relative to S&P 500 Minimum volatility Maximum Sharpe Efficient diversifed portfolio 
cap-weighted index portfolio without ratio portfolio (50% minimum volatility + 
 relative risk control without relative 50% maximum Sharpe ratio) 
  risk control with relative risk control
Expected return over CW 1.29% 1.42% 0.99%
Information ratio 0.47 0.51 0.54
Modified information ratio 0.23 0.28 0.30
Minimum relative return –12.01% –10.57% –7.68%
Median tracking error 2.08% 2.15% 1.51%
95% tracking error 5.60% 5.09% 3.26%
Maximum relative drawdown 22.96% 21.05% 14.88%
Weekly value at tracking error risk –0.54% –0.55% –0.38%

“Proxies for the GMV portfolio provide
defensive exposure to equity that does
well in adverse market conditions, while
robust proxies for MSR portfolios 
provide greater access to the upside of
equity markets. Since the relative 
performance of these two diversification
approaches depends on market 
conditions, a combination of both 
approaches leads to a smoother 
conditional performance, and thus a
lower level of average tracking error risk”

obviously involves an opportunity cost in 
terms of outperformance, the outperformance 
of the diversified and relative risk controlled 
portfolio over the cap-weighted index is higher 
per unit of tracking error risk than it is for 
portfolios without diversification and relative 
risk control. This can be seen from the higher 
information ratio, which divides excess returns 
by tracking error. 

Extreme relative risk is also controlled in 
the efficient diversified strategy with relative 
risk control. We show the results for a modified 
information ratio, which is defined as the ratio 
of the annualised excess returns of the strategy 
over the S&P 500 to the 95% of one-year trail-
ing tracking error with respect to the S&P 500. 
The modified information ratio is also higher 
when using diversification and risk control 
as compared to the stand-alone strategies 
without risk control. It should be noted that 
the modified information ratio works just like 
the original information ratio, but rather than 
adjusting excess returns for average tracking 
error it adjusts for the extreme tracking error. 
This adjustment reflects CIOs’ concerns with 
extreme deviations from their peer group.

Overall, the results suggest that it is pos-
sible to diversify model risk as well as control 
relative risk compared to cap-weighted indices. 
Diversification of proxies for efficient portfolios 
can smooth the outperformance over the cap-
weighted benchmark on average, while hedging 
allows for effective protection against extreme 
relative risk. Rather than trying to select the 
best alternative weighting scheme and to forget 
about relative risk control, investors who try to 
outperform their cap-weighted peer group may 
be well advised to consider diversifying model 
risk and hedging relative risk compared to cap-
weighted indices. 
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